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ATHENA - A SYSTEM OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS FOR 
RAMATloN TRANSPORT AND HEATING CALCULATIONS 
IN COMPLEX REACTOR GEOMETRIES 
By D. Spielberg 
United Nudear Corporation 
ATHENA is a coordinated system of I1 computer programs for the Monte Carlo 
solution of neutron and gamma transport and gamma heating problems in complex 
three-dimensional geometries. The geometry routines, although fairly general, 
permit especially efficient representation of a reactor core possessing hexagonal 
symmetry. The entire system is available in  FURTRAPJ IV for the IBM-7094 and 
FORTRAX 63 for the CDC-1604-A computers. 
Deriving its basic structure from the UNC-SAM program, ATWENA embodies 
many generalhatiom and new features which greatly increase its usefulness. 
These include: 
1. A generalized neutron and gamma source-generator program which 
permits the automatic generation of a delayed-gamma spectrum folfow- 
ing an arbitrary reactor operating history. This program permits the 
implementation of spatial and energy importance sampling for neutrons 
and/or gammas, and caa represent an input spgcsied spatial power 
pattern in great detail. 
~ ~ ~ ~- ~- ~~ ~ 
2- Several prcgmms and routines to test the geometry input prior to #e 
main Monte Carlo calculations. 
3, Two basic geometries, denoted as 30-degree and 360-degree. The 30- 
degree representation permits highly detailed representation of a reactor 
core possessing 12-fold hexagonal symmetry. 
4. Automatic generation and application of gamma-heating response func- 
tions, requiring no additional problem irrpnt. 
5. New routines for computing gamma fluxes and heating at point detectors 
(in 360-degree geometry) a6 well as the corresponding volume-averaged 
qwti t ies .  
6. Several programs to interpret neutron-interaction records for the genera- 
tion of secondary-gamma sources and the tallying of response-function- 
weighted neutron absorptions. 
The report describes the logic, functions, and interrelations of the 11 component 
programs. In addition, operating instructions and details af the input and output 
for each program are given. 
2 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The ATHENA* system consists of a number of coordinated computer programs 
for the solution of radiation transport and heating problems in complex geom- 
etries, with special emphasis on the computation of gamma heating in reactor 
cores. The system recognizes two geometry types, designated as 360-degree 
and 3 0 - d e g r ~ .  
The 360-degree option accepts a description of an essentially homogenized cy- 
lindrical reactor core, which can be subdivided radially and axially to permit 
variation of the composition within the core and to provide several in-core flux 
scorlng regions. 
The 30-degree option, designed to exploit the 12-fold symmetry of a hexagonal- 
lattice reactor core, permits a much closer approximation to the actual config- 
uration of such a core. Within the space between vertical planes bounding a 
30-deg~ee sector af space, the configuration of individual fuel and poison rods 
may be defined, as well as that of the coaxial fuel cylinders within a fuel rod. 
In the Monte Carlo tracking of neutrons or gamma rays within this structure, 
particles striking the boundtng planes are reflected optically, yielding, after 
many histories, the correct flux patterns in the representative 30-degree sector, 
without the need for describing explicitly (or tracking particles in) the other, con- 
gruent sectors of the reactor. 
*Attenuation, Tracking, and Heating fur NASA 
3 
me prwms, WrhtiI in F m T N  63 far Ah Lax-Im4-A and Fa- Ti.’ 
for the IBM-7094 compaters, are modeled after those in the UNC-SAMI system;‘ 
both systems use eesentia.lly the same nuclear-data library, interaction routines, 
and source-tape formats. Howevert ATHENA embodieil many generalizations 
and new features which greatly increase its usefulness. Among the new features 
of this system are: 
1, A generalized and extremely versatile source-generator pragram, 
VANGEN; 
2, New geometry-testing features, in program TESTG and in portions of 
the parameter -input routine, m, 
3. The optional 30-degree-sector representation of a reactor; 
4. Acceptability of “straddling” cylinders, each W e d  to several rec- 
tanguLar reglone; 
5. New high-efficiency cylinder and sphere tracking routines; 
6. &ctored-cylinder scorfng; 
7. Automatic generation of gamma-heating response functions; 
8. New routines for primary- and secondary-gamma scoring at in-core 
and out-of-core point detectors; 
9. Energy as well as spatial importance sampling in all pertinent pro- 
w=; 
10. A new GASP (secondary-gamma source production) program; 
11. A neutron-absorption tally program, NATALE, for interpreting neutron 
interaction tapes. 
The ATffENA system wa8 developed over the period from December 1964 to 
January 1966. During this time the various component programs were debugged 
and tested exhaustively on a wide variety of problem. When the CDC-1604-A 
version of this syatem was debugged to a high confidence level, caleulatione were 
done on seved  full-scale gamma-heating problems, defined by LRwis Research 
4 
Center, R d i y  the iSM-iO94 version was Wiuggeb rn &e -Lewis Iiesearch Cen- 
ter computer. 
Brief descriptions of the component programe of the AT€€EXA system are given 
below. A chart indicating the relationship of the programs, and the idormation 
flow, is given in Fig. 1. 
GENgA 
The Generation o€ Data routine (GENDA,) starts with a fundamental set of neu- 
tron or phdan cross-section data tabulated as functions of energy. It allows 
for the basic tabulation of the total cross section, the scattering cross section, 
ttre Legendre expansion coefficients of the differential scattering cross section, 
and the inelastic scattering cross sections f o r  both level and contiwum scatter- 
ing. These data axe tabulated generally 011 differ- energy meshes. GENDA 
processes the data to generate a set d cross-section data on a desired energy 
mesh. It Includes the @on of averaging with respect to a given weiphtfw func- 
tion, prescribedby input, if &sired OtherCRise, it determines the desired cross- 
section set by either linear Werpolation or by log-log Interpolatlon. The spec- 
trum of neutrons emitted in imlastic scattering, otecording to statistical theory, 
L used for heavier materials. For lighter d e r t a l B ,  such as Li and Be, special 
treatments are available. The Mltplt of this routine ig a tape which may be used 
as input to GENPRO. 
GENPRO 
The GENDA Processor (GENP’RO) routine uses the GENDA aut@ to determine 
the tables af probabilities peculiar to a nuclide, required fu r  a Monte Carlo code, 
at a prescribed energy mesh. For instance, the probability that a neutron suf- 
fers an elastic scattering is given by the ratio d elastic to tatal scattering at 
that energy. The probability of inelastic scattering from one energy to another 
is cumputmi in thfe routine. At i& conclusion, one has a Library tape called the 
5 
The library Element I)ata Tapes available at present €or the ATaENA system 
use 81-energy e@-lethargy meshes; the energy ranges are from 0.037137 ev 
to 18.017 MeV for neutrons, and from 10 kev to 10 MeV fur @mtom. 
For the genmation ob the Element IWa Tapes, no problem-oriented input is 
needed, The functioning of all the later routines (VANGEN; EZGEW, TE,SIG, 
DATORG, INPUTD, ATBENA, STATC, GASP, NATALE) wil l  be dependent on 
problem-oriented data. 
VANGEN 
The source input tapes for primary gamma or neutron ATaENA problems are 
generated by the VANGEN program. 
This program writes, on separate output tapes, description of neutrons and/or 
photons whose spatial and energy distributions are consistent with detailed, in- 
put-specified reactor geometry, power pattern, and operating history. For either 
or both types of output particles, the a priori particle distributions may be mod- 
ified according to importance-sampling parameters (region and energy weights) 
to be used in the ATHENA problem. 
The spatial selection of source points follows the input power pattern as speci- 
fied for either af the two general geometries available in this system; these are 
designated as 30" or 360", pertaining to the mode of representation of the reactor. 
In the 30" geometry, the power pattern may be very detailed; the input allows 
arbitrary a priori source strengths for varioue fuel elements, and for the co- 
axial fuel cylinders within a fuel element In addition, an arbitrary axial power 
pattern is permitted. In the 360" geometry, particles are selected in accordance 
with input-specified axial and radial power distributions; these are assumed to 
be separable. 
6 
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For bath 30" and 8Bl)"problente, &e spatial resolution in the source generation 
may be finer than that of &he tracking geometrp; given the pertinent data for the 
tracking geometry, VANGEN a86@3~ the proper region numbers to the selected 
mnrce locations. 
!me aqgular distribution of all generated particlee is isotropic. 
The energy di&rb&ion may be monoenergetic, fission-spectrum, or a combina- 
tion uf up to 15 discrete-energy m c e s ,  the m e r  with arbitrary relative inten- 
sities, or with intensities (computed by VANQEN, from internal or supplied de- 
layed-gamma data) corresponding to the post-fiesion gamma spectrum following 
an arbitrary reactor operating history. H energy importance sampling is to be 
used in the main trackfng problem (ATEENA), the energy weights (piecewise 
constant, in specified energg bins) are used to modify the Q priori spectnun; en- 
ergies are then selected from the modi€ied spectrum. 
Spatial importance sampling L reflected in VA", Via eplitting and Russian 
rouletting on the eource, based 011 the region-dependent welghte to be used in 
the ATHENA problem. 
The output of VaNGEN is. a neutron and/or 8 gamma source tape; listings of 
all or a part of the generated sources; tables describing the normalized power 
pattern, transmitted (for nux-at-a-point) to the interprogram communications 
(dump) tape; and varluus optional printouts, including the results of the delayed- 
gamma integratio~ and af Werxal c y l i n t i e r - 6 ~  and prrrtial geometry ver- 
ifidion. V A N G E N h  ptWa out the integrrf. ab the input reactor operating 
history, which, together with the delayed-gamma integrals, provides sufficient 
information for the ncrrm&atfans ab the prlmary-gamma and secondary-gamma 
ATHENA results. 
8 
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This is an  overlay progfam which can We input for all of the following programs 
and execute them in sequence: VANGEN (simulated); EZGEOM; TESIY;; DATORG; 
XNPUTD. The result of the operation of the final program. INPUTD, ia a dump 
tape containing all the dah needed by ATfIE,X4, excqt for a particle soiirce tape. 
The format of the dump tape calls for certain miput tables from VANGEN, which, 
however, are actually needed only for primary-gamma flux-at-a-point. The dump 
tape for such an A’T’IIENA problem, therefore, mast be in communication with 
the real VANGEN program during the primary-gamma source-tape generation 
(Fig. 1). For all other ATHENA problems. these tables are irrelevant, and 
dummy tables carr be set up by uehg a VAMGEN program-callkg card its the 
first item in the MEZDA input. 
EZGEOM 
This program accepts a simplified geometric description of the physical system, 
as provided by the problem originator, and produces the complex set of data re- 
quired by the transport program ATHENA. 
The problem originator must decompose the space within a large reclangdar 
volume into a set of boxes known as “ordinary regions.” Imide these boxes 
may be placed various “nonordinary regions” consisting of spheres, cylinders, 
wedges, or other boxes. Nonordinary regions may enclose other nonordinary 
regions; in general, each nonordinary region must be completely contained in 
a single region (except for “StraddUng’’ cylinders, which may occupy parts of 
one, two, or four boxes), and must not touch any other region (exception: co- 
basal, coaxial cylinder-clusters are permitted). 
In addition to arranging the geometry data into the formats needed for the track- 
ing routines, EZGEOM checks the consistency of the ordinary-region @ut. 
- --- -- - ~ ; z c ~ ~ ; u M  prints orri a synopsis of is caicuiations, and communicates iie pro- 
cessed geometry data to the common dump tape (see Fig. 1). 
This routine takes the output of EZGEOM (assuming that no geometry input er- 
rors have been fwnd by that program) and subjects the configuration to further 
testing. A subset af all the regions in the problem is cansidered, namely, the 
innermost region& Le., those which have no internal regions. Far each such 
pair of regions (i,j), TESTG selects points at random within the volume of i and 
within j, computes the length and direction cosines of the vector connecting 
these points, and attempts to track from one to the other. Failure to end up at 
the required distance and/or f i n a l  region leads to a diagnostic trace of the tra- 
jectory. 
A complete set of trackings between points in each pair of innermost regions is 
called a pass through the geometry. Use of TESTG is optional. The desired 
numbers af complete paeses to be executed (barring the discovery of an exces- 
sive number of errors) is specified in the input. 
DATORG 
This routine combines the nuclide-dependent cross sections, as read from an 
Element Data Tape, according to the nuclide concentrations specified for each 
material compositiqr needed in me tracking problem. For each composition, 
and at each energy in the mesh previously used in GENDA and GENPRO, DATORG 
computes and tabulates the total macroscopic cross section, and gamma-heat- 
ing response function (if a gamma problem); these are transmitted to the common 
dump tape, along with the nuclide- and energy-dependent microscopic scattering 
and absorption cross sections, and equal-probability-bin tables describing in- 
elastic and anisotropic e b t l c  scattering (neutron problems). 
e m -  --- IN F u.1-u 
From ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  input, this routine transmits to the dump a p e  a variety of 
problem parameters which complete the ~ e € ~ i ~ ~ o n  of the ATHENA problem to 
be run. These quantities include: geometry type (30" or 3607; region and energy 
weights; energy bins and regions for flux scoring; location of flux-at-a-pint de- 
I 
I 
I 
i 
tectors; and composition identifiers for regions. 
ATHENA 
This is the Izlain tracking and scoring program in  the system. Inpat to this pro- 
gram icre the prucessed geometry, cross-section, power-pattern. and problem 
parameters as read from t durap kpe, plus a netitran or gama~ma suurce bge 
produced by VANGEN or GASP. 
ATHENA reads in source particles in sets of 100 from the source tape and proc- 
esses each of these particles through its migrations and interactions until ab- 
sorption, transmission, death by energy or spatial Russian roulette, or degra- 
dation below an energy cutoff occurs. {In neutron problems with a thermal- 
group option, particles below the cutoff energy are returned to a thermal energy, 
and tracking continues.) As the particle travels, a variety of information is re- 
corded, including: 
1. Fluxes in specified energy bins and regions, along with their standard 
dedatfons, in both gamma iLIsd neutron problems; 
2. In gamma pcob€ems, total and volumetric heat deposition, and standard 
deviation thereof, for each region, and for equiangular sectors of spec- 
ified cylinders; 
3. A neutron-interactfon tape for future calculation of secondary-ganzma 
sources (vta GASP) or other response-function calculations (vja NATALE); 
4. A transmitted-particle tape for future processing; 
12 
5. Counts ai particle births, deaths, absorptions, and degradations by re- 
gion, and of births and deaths by energy, 
ATfIENA pennits the use af spatial and energy importance sampling through the 
specification of region weights (energy-independent) and energy weights, piece- 
er arbitrary energy 
particle crosses a 
energy-weight mesh, region-inde- 
between tradrLng regions, epW- 
r d f f e  is done, based on the ratio of the pertinentregionweiphtn. 
Similar operations are performed after each collision, based on the energy 
weights before and after the collision. Heating and track-length scores are all 
computed tirging into account the energy weight of the particle. In the final e&, 
answers pertinent to a given region are multiplied by the region weight. 
Finally, there is the option of specifying a number of point detectors, at which 
primary-gamma and secondary-gamma fluxes and heating can be computed 
ATHENA sencls back ite an8wez-s to the common dump tape. 
STATC 
This is an edit routine which reads back the ATfIENA anmers  from the dump 
tape, and daes the f inal  computations of volumes, interpretations of fluxes, heat- 
ing and statistical deviations, etc. All  answer^ are printed out; fluxes and heat- 
ing are expressed per primary-gamma or neutron history. 
onchlry-gamma energy) probable numbers of secondary gamma# p r d c e d  per 
absorption and per inelastic scattering, plus problem-dependent neutron and 
gamma region and energy we-. GASP converts into appropriate entriee on 
m output secondary-gamma source tape both the records d ordhary neutron 
l 3 .  
NATALE 
Thfe is rurdher d i n s  far sdltfrrg a neutron interaction tape. The real absorp- 
tions r e c o c r d e d ~ c m b e  COrmtadaruipFinaedoat by region, nuclide, and 
e- d by nuclide- and energy-dependent impat response 
funCtioIIs b rbo 8-m N A T U  PB inprrt, and h C i ~ d e ~  in the cal- 
culations, thc rraLrm region and energy weiphte wed in the ATHENA prohlem. 
Finally, thB achouledges with thnnan the considerable contributions of 
Walter A. prrttfiar, d tlm Nbcbar Syebeme Mvisiari at NASA, toward the pro- 
duction d a vcrr..lae of ATHEHA operable on the Lewis Operating System. 
l4 
Givear experimsna;pl or thmre€ical mi- cross-section data at arbitrary 
energiea in a given range for elements of intsraet, it is odfen desirable to process 
these data inb amm-BBcflc)n Bets at specified energy point vaiues. 
2. For a given element a d  type of cross section, intermediate point values 
are obhined from these tobaes, wing e a r  linear or log-log interpola- 
tiontechniqoesl as directed by the ingnxt. 
I 
I 
I 
%a &aptex is taken, with mttlrrt changes and additions, from Reference 1. 
I I 
I 
I 
2*1 mcm-a T1rEm-N 
i 
Let 4E) denote generically a typical crass section at energy E. This might stand 
for the tutal cross section, the scattering cross section, the Legendre expansion 
coefficient (fd of the differential scattering cross section, thee ineiastic scatter - 
ing cross section for level or continuum scattering, etc. (the cross-section types 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I  
q(E) be the cYx&immw portion 
re res 
may be given for each generic cross-section 
t y p  such that for the purpose af suitatde averages, o@) is representawe as: 
where 6(K-Ey) is the Dime delta function of argument E -E, 
tion of o(E) is allowed d y  when the cross-section averaging routine (CAR) is 
This characteriza- 
i 1 
resonancepeakis ically re ? 
I I 
I 
I Let E?, j = 1, 2, ..., J be a set of final energies in decreasing order at which the 
output data are to be tabulated. These may be tabulated either as input or com- 
puted given the highest energy? E-, the number af final energies, J, and the I I 
I 
coI1BtaElf Lethargy spacing, h, such tbat 
I 
I 
I -  (The E, must not have an energy value equal to any of the E,.) Let oo(E) and 
&,(E) be given as functions of energy such that between tabulated values these 
functions are either linear or  exponential. 
code then provides for the following mutually exclusive options. 
Find o(Ef); 
4 ~ f h  
j = 1, ..., J- by linear interpolation 
j = 1, ..., a,, by log-log interpolation 
interval, 
For the purpose of CAR, the energy mesh used is made up of the set of all ener- 
gies at which (r and 9 are given, plus the end points of the interval of integra- 
tion. In the present program, the integration is carried aut numerically, using 
the trapezoidal rule. Consequently, the richer the input mesh, the better the re- 
sults. It should be noted that exact integration could be performed at the price of 
I 
I 
- - ~ 
be included in 
lowest entry in the final energy mesh tabulation is the thermal energy. 
In addition, GENDA can compute the synthesized differential scattering cross sec- 
tion 
11 
(2i+l) f&{E? PL(0) fa &9 = -1 (0.01) 1 (5) 
1 
where Un = the elastic scattering ~ O S S  6ectioa 
Legendre p o l p a  af order I evaluated at the angle cos- w 
meah 
For the treabent of inelastie scatte!ring, it ie necessary to describe in greater 
detail the kernel g(Ef,E') which represents the probability that, following an in- 
eiastgc scattering, a neutron at energy E ~ G  will scatter into energy E'. The spac- 
ing cd the discrete energy levels in the nucleus is knm to decrease with increas- 
ing energy. At high energies, the levels are so close that they m a y  be considered 
I 
Let be tbe ener 
to pass over into a co 
for incident neutron energies less than or equal to E8c7 cmly discrete lml in- 
elastic scattering occurs. The kernel gfgj ,E') is representable a8 a sum of delta 
functians 
G 
E' = Ef - E". 
From %e daftnktim ab gD it follows tbat 
'. E df B', the iaelastic scattering e m 8  section is zero and 
If tbe &w%Sent n e u t r ~ ~  snergy ia greater tsan Em, two cams must be considered. 
1. H 5' is radficisntlp large that the probability of discrete level 8catter- 
ing is tem, therr d y  continrmm level scatter- occurs. Ut Em be ttro! 
energy pbove which all a, are zero, then tbe kernel B(Ef,E') cas be rep 
resented 
which rruttlefiee tbe fOllarp3ag c M a  
a corrtim;rolie probability dietritmtion f~nctian, ~ . J s ~ , E ' )  
2. H E% EF E ~ D  then both contiwum ami diecrete level scatter- 
occur. Both the continuum and discrete kernels, g, and ay's are comput- 
ed, satigfying the normalization given by Eqs. 7 and 8. Hence, the in- 
elastic eattaring h l l s l  te 
the continuum pLw1 of the discrete levels, reepectivefy. 
The continuum energy rpectrum of mtrom emitted per inelastic ecattering at 
energy E is Owabed wing a r& called ASPIC which complfB1) the probabili- 
0) the m08s section for compound nucleus formation and p (E) is 
= 1 rdem to the target nucleus). 
is assumed for the level Eaemitp: 
p(i)(%) = 0 for E <E!$) 
for E > EJi). 
first w t r m  has the 
fiist neutron, the r tbe emission 
get nucleus is left at excited States E+ with a population densi- 
R(E+) has a mazrimum at E+ = E - w; [w) is the nuclear temperature]. 
W e  make tife simplifying assumpticln that all secondary neutrons are emitted from 
the states E+ = E - m. ~pplying statistical theory, the spectrum of second- 
ary neutrons per (n,Zn) collision is given by 
where Et is the threshold for the ($hi) reaction, d2) is given by Eq. 10, and the 
superscript (2) refers to the nucleus left after the (n,2n) reaction on the target. 
- 
*See terminology and definitions at the end of this section. 
r toaccrpulf fer +&E x ~ z ~ m  leading ta tbe ground srfade af ihh find -le- 
us, olae should set Ep) = 0 [choose EP) = 0.01). Hence, the composite spectrum 
of neutrons emitted per (nn'; n , h )  reaction is given by 
The above descrfptim of the calculation cb the probzlbirity @,E') is not adequate 
for light nuclei. Special treatments for lithiurn and beryllium are available at 
theuser's optioa 
The GENM lwlfam option wlll compute g(E,E') by me808 af a built-in mutine 
based on the aesumptione of a c m  spectrum for Sf 3.95 Mev, and in- 
elastic scattering for E < 3.95 MeV arising only from the excitation of the 
0.477-Mev level.' -re is ate0 a built-in c o u ~ a ~ 4 ~ 6  in GENDA for computing 
the g(E,E') d berJrlffUm. Details ob these specirrl Li and Be routines can be found 
in Reference 1, pp. 16 tftnntglh 19, 
cross section for compound nucleus formation of the target nucleus 
cross section for compound rrucleus left mer after the (n,2n) reaction. (2) Oc 
2.2 THE PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FOR t;ENDA 
Unlees #herwise stated, all data for this code are in standard MIRTRAN E for- 
re punched in six fields of 10 c01m.n~~ each (Le., 6E10.4). For 
-, it is in the order of energy followed by its cross secthq 
energies are fa MeV, entered in decreasing order, Ei > Ei+i. 
Example 
Column 
1-10 El 
11 -20 o(E1) 
21 -30 E2 
31 -40 o(E3 
41 -50 Ea 
51 -60 -3 
AU energies must span the range from E= to 
with the exception of the discrete inelastic scattering cr068 section (umt,L). 
(the minimum energy) 
2.3 GENDA PROBLEM INPUT 
2.3-1 Title Card 
Any 80 Hollerith characters (e.&, user’s name, element name, date, etc.) 
22 
2.3.2 Problem Control Card 
Column Bern 
1-3 Number of elements (NEL) 
4 -7 
8 
Number of final energies (a) ( ~ 4 5 0 )  
IgN = 0 - compute final energy table with fixed letharm 
E N  = 1 -final energy table is input 
IPfi l=l-we function is present 
D E W  = 0 - table of f37(E7) is not present 
IDELP = 1 - table oi B7(E7) is present 
9 PHI = 0 -we function @,(E) is not present 
10 
IDELP must = 0 if P H I  = 0. 
2.3.3 Energy Input 
For E N  = 0 
CohKUn Bern 
1-10 E,, - 
11-20. a,€- 
For E N  = 1 
Energy table Ej G , j = 1, 2, ..., JMAX; Ef ’ Ej, G 
Format (6E10.4) 
2.3.4 Weighting Function @,(E) (IPHI = 1) 
Floating 
Floating 
I 1-6 Any six Hollerith characters for identification 
8 = 1 -linear 
9-12 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
Number of $,(E) tabulated (-‘300) 
2.4 GENDA ELEMZNT INPUT 
2.4.1 Element Control Card 
Column Item 
I 
I 1-6 Element name, Hollerith format 
7-13 True mass (F format) 
14-17 Arbitrary problem label (integer) 
18 31ank 
19-23 I 
I 
Nuclide identifier ZZABC, where ZZ = atomic number, and 
ABC are arbitrary digits (see DATORG, Chapter 9) 
ZZABC ZZ = atomic number 
19 23 ABC = arbitrary digits to complete nuclide identification 
~ 
i 
A3C = 000 if na- element 
Data = 1 -data are preeent 
24-50 Control for the fouowing: 
elastic scattering is anisotropic 
29 Excitation of &acre@ levels, arm# 
30, 31 Not used; reserved for future appfication 
32 Excitation of the continrmm, (includes crbm) 
33, 34 Not used; reserved for future application 
35 
36 
37 
39 
40 
41 
4.2 
43 
44-48 
49 
50 
51 
3a 
52 
Item 
Cross section for the emission of two neutrons, %m 
Fission cross section, q 
Absorption CFOSS section, ffabs 
Transport cross section, ah 
Cross section €or the emission of an IY particle, ua 
Cross section €or the emission of a proton, 
Crms section for the emissian of Hz, qz 
Cross section €or the emission of Hw oa, 
Radiative capture crms section, -7 
Not used; reserved for future applications 
Edit synthesized fp data 
The& data 
Enter 1, 2, or 3 for followiug Output. 
1: punch out, in standard GENDA @,a) (6E10.4) format, 
2: same, €or up os, unnt,~,  and om*,c, these decks intermixed 
as follows: highest three energies, one card for each for four 
cross-section tppes, then next three energies (four cards), etc., 
- c o  (*.I. 
3: punch out all data of options 1 and 2. 
1: omit printout of g(E,E') 
2.4.2 Total Cross SectiOn, UT 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
E, oT(E) Data Deck 
Thermal Value of OT (Format E10.4) 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 -0 Number of A, tahihted (-'99) 
ldentifiieationcard 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - liner on log-log paper 
= 1 - o (E 4 found by CAR-- averaging 10 
Numbr d 4 s )  tabulated (Q1100) 
- 
E, un(E) Data Deck 
Thermal Value for a,(Format E10.4) 
Identification Card for A, 
= 0 - 4% f m d  by hemti- 
resonance parameters - 
ce parameters, Av for 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 -8 Number of A, tabulated (699) 
Identification Card (One for each fp data deck) 
Column Item 
1 -6 
7 = 1 - linear 
Any six Hollerith characters 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 ound by interpolation 
ver 
2.4.5 Inelastic Scattering Data, Discrete, 
Inelastic Scattering Data, Discrete, Control Card 
Column Item 
1-10 E B ~ ,  energy at which the discrete spectrum begins. This 
value should be less than E,, (e.g., E, = 18.01739 MeV, 
EBD = 7-93 MeV) 
11-13 Nu, number of level parameters, a,om',L (s2O) 
of Discrete L 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 = 0 - ~ ( E f i  found by interpolation 
= 1 - D (EG) found by CAR-* averaging 
11-14 Number 03 @E) tabulated (-(1100) 
Thermal Value of urn' L (Format E10.4) 
n 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7-8 Number of A, tabulated (-"99) 
Identification Card (one for each deck of A , U ~ ' , L ,  as  v = 1, 2, ..., NU) 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 
10 
11-14 a,cm',L tabulated (-(1100) 
by CAR-type averaging 
Identification Card for A, 
Column Item 
1-6 Any s h  Hollerith characters 
Inelastic Scattering Data, Continuous, Control Card 
Item 
A ,  
BC 
13 XGOP. Option to compute G(E,E') 
IGOP = 2 - ~ t h m  specid @e IGOP=l-ASPZ 
P = 3 - kqniurn special &de 
Excitation of the Continuum, om' 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 found by interpolation 
11 -14 tabulated (s 1100) 
found by CAR-type group averaging 
15 = 0 - no resonance parameters 
= 1 - resonance parameters, A, for trmtFc 
Thermal Value of om' (Format E10.4) 
Identification Card for A, 
E, A,(Ev) Data Deck 
ICOP = 1  
Parameters for the Temperature Model of the Nucleus 
CO€Umn Item 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31 -40 
41-50 
51 -60 
61-70 
E , the threshold energy of the (n,2n) reaction 
ab) - level density parameter for the target nucleus 
a(2) - level density parameter for the nucleus after an 
density parameter €or the target nucleus 
density parameter for the nucleus after an 
E(') - first excited state 
Et2) 1 - should be set equal to 0.01 
Cross Section for the Emission of Two Neutrons, On 2n 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 1 -Linear 
= 2 -$hear on log-log paper 
1 = 0 - .(Ef) found by interpolation 
= 1 - (T {EF) found by CAR-type group averaging 
11 -14 Number of NE) tabulated (s1100) 
15 = 0 - no resonance parameters 
= 1 - resonance parameters, A, for (m,zn 
--a - I 
Thermal Value of on (Fonnat E10.4) 
I 
I 
Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 -8 Number of Av tabulated (C99) 
I I E,, A&,) Data Deck 
t 30 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear an log-lug paper 
10 found by interpol&ion 
1 
1 fd by CAR-type 
E, o&)(E ).Data 
Cross Section for Compound Nuclew Left Over After the (n,2n) Reaction, ut) 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 faMd by interpolation 
11-14 tabulated (-(1100) 
found by GAR-- avera 
IGOP = 2 (Lithium Special Code) 
No input required. 
IGOP = 3 (Beryllium Special Code) 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 = 0 - E(EF) found by interpolation 
= 1 - E: (EG) found by CAR-- group averaging 
11-14 Number 01 €(E) tabulated (s1100) 
E, €(E) Data Deck 
2.4.7 Cross Section for  the Emission oi Two Neutrons, On, 
(If On,zn has been supplied for the ASPIC routine do not input again and do not 
flag On,2n on the element control card.) 
-- -- 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
Any six Hollerith characters 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
= 0 - .‘E% found by interpolation 
= 1 - CT (d- 1 found by CAR-type group averaging 
Number o# @E) tabulated (s1100) 
7 =1 -linear 
10 
11-14 
= 0 - no resonance parameters 
= 1 - resonance parameters, A, for On,= 
I 
Thermal Value of uqm (Format E10.4) 
Identification Card for A, 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7-8 Number of A, tabulated (-(99) 
Ev, A,(E,) Data Deck 
For the following eight cross sections (see Section 2.4-8) the following general 
format is to be used in the order of the cross sections listed 
Identification Card 
Column Item 
1-6 Any six Hollerith characters 
7 = 1 -linear 
= 2 - linear on log-log paper 
10 found by interpolation 
) found CAR-type POUP averaging 
mber of HE) tabulated (s1100) 
7-0 Number of A, tabufated (-(99) 
I 
, E,, A,(Ev) Data Deck 
I 
7. Cross Section for #e Emission of €is, 
8. Radiative Caplure Cross Section, 
one element, repeat Section 2.4 
The GENDA output consists of two edits, The €irst edit tabulates the input data 
in the same order as they appear in the input cards. The second edit taMates 
the cross-section data at the output mesh energies, as described in Section 2.1, 
and arranges them in an easily readable manner. 
The cross-section data generated by GENDA may be used in various ways. How- 
ever, in Monte Carlo type calculations, what has to be determined once a colli- 
sion occurs, is 
1. The type of event which takes place 
2. The energy and direction angle of the emerging particle, if any. 
The GENPRO program processes the GENDA output to tabulate probabilities pe- 
culiar to a nuclide at a prescribed energy mesh as follows. 
1. It computes the probability of elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, 
and absorption. 
2. In case of anisotropic elastic scattering, it tabulates the cosines of an- 
gles between which scattering is equi-probable. 
3. In case of inelastic scattering, two possibilities exist. 
a. If the spectrum has a continuous part, it computes energies to which 
the particle scatters with eqaal probability. 
b. E the spectrum is representable by Y distinct levels, it tabulates 
the probability that the particle w i l l  scatter to the level E,. 
It is important to note at this point that the maximum number of output energies 
is different for GENDA, GENPRO, and the subsequent Monte Carlo programs. 
*This chapter is taken, with minor changes and additions, from Reference 1. 
34 
I 
I age limitations. The UNC Monte Carlo progra 
can only handle 401 energy points (201 in the XBM-7094 version) &e to core stor- 
imum energy mesh of 81 points. Therefore, 
~ The cross-section data for each element provided by GENDA are written on a 
magnetic tape called the Gena Output ”ape (GOT). 
I CENPRO uses GOT to create an Element aata Tape (EDT) which contains the 
~ 
idormatioa: 
r af enlergypoznts, J I 
j I 
2. The set of finat energies in increasing order E- G (using the given con- 
S b t  letharm Step). 
Then, for each element, 
I 
1 1. The total cross section ai each final energy, OT(E9, is transmitted to 
a€ 
Compute& 
(1 5) 
Ps(E$ =- usp”, 
UT@? 
I 
Ps and PA tables are then transmitted to the Em. 
R be noted that for neu PA contains both fission 
and captme probabilities. 
3. ~n the event of elastic scattering, the fallorping calculation is perf-ed 
to decide whether cw not the scattering is fedxopic. 
The angular dfstributlon data sagplied by GOT in the form of Legendre 
expatmion coefficients fQ’s are tested for each energy point. Let 
P L 
P = o  
o(o=-l) = (21 + 1) f@ (-1) 
where the wtation tused is given in tEte GENIlLL section. 
The large& and smallest of these are selected and referred to as M 
and m, respectively. 
36 
Then if 
M - m  
0.5(M+m) 0.05, 
the angular distribution is taken as isotropic and no further tabulated 
data are required. (See Section 11.4.) 
Otherwise, the scattering is treated as anisotropic and GENPRO pro- 
ceeds to compute the angles 8 through which it is equally probable to 
scatter. 
Since the differential scattering cross section is given by 
where p = cos e varies from -1 to +1, GENPRO computes 
which gives the p probability distribution. The integration of Eq. 22 
yields 
with the convention that P-* = -1. 
F(&Ep is computed for -1 Q p Q + 1 in steps of 0.01. Then GENPRO 
locates pLn such that 
37 
n F(& = - for n = 0, 1, 2 ..., N. N 
N is w d y  10 for the Monte Carlo programs. 
For statistical considerations, if is desirabie to use a new variable x 
g = m s i J = 1 - 2 x  
where now x varies from 0 to I. 
Hence, 
is tabulated and transmittedto the EDT ae Table CHI. 
4. In the event of continuum inelastic ecattering (which is determined by 
the threshold energy supplied by GOT), the probability that a neutron 
entering collision at energy E; will emerge from an inelaetic scatter- 
ing collision at energy E' has been computed by GENDA and entered 
into GOT in the form a€ gc(Ef,E') with EG > EBD 
To obtain the energies to which it L equally probable toscatter, GENPRO 
calculates 
1 
where the integral ia evaluated by the trapeeoidal rule. 
Note that if one considere the spectrum of neutrons emitted by (nn') re- 
actione, the integral (Eq. 28) ie normalized to 1. 
G G  
I '  I G(E. E- = I, 
3mever, C;ENDA considers the composite spectrum of neutrons emitted 
by b'; n,%d reactions and hence, G@j G G  ,Ej ) may be different fram 1 
and GEmo proceeds to compute: 
S q , E )  =,eGl . 
G(Ej 7 5  
Then it locates En such that 
G n 
N Q (Ej ,En) = - for n = 0, 1, 2 ..., N. 
N is usually 10 for the Monte Carlo programs. The En are tabulated 
and transmitted to the EDT as Table E". 
5. In the event of discrete level inelastic scattering, GOT supplies the 
a,'s. The 4% are tabulated and transmitted to the ED" as Table PLEV 
(v,j). The corresponding d u e s  of the excitation level energies are 
tahhted arid transmitted to the EDT as Table ELEV (v,j). 
6. If both continuum and discrete level inela~tic scattering occur, Le., 
E x  <5G =s E m  GOT supplies information on the kernels &@?,E') 
and g~@f,E') and the coWuum and dfecrete level inelastic ecatter- 
ing crass sectione, CEF' and Qnn',I)(EF). 
To obtain the energies to which it L equally probable to scatter, the 
* 
GENPRO program calculates the probdbillty G(E?,E) that a neutron at 
G E. scatters to an energy below E as follows: 3 
(29) 
,0) = 0 and G@F,EG) = 1, and the probability distribution 
and gD have been dis 
- 1 1  
Then, GENPRO proceeds to locate the energies, E, to which it is equally 
probable to scatter a s  if the level spectram were continuous only. The 
method used is similar to that of determining the cosines of the angles 
through which it is equally probable to scatter. The En are tabulated 
and transmitted to the EDT as Table ENN. 
The input to the GENDAoUtput (COT) (Logid tape 9 
for the CM3-1604-A; 1 
number of dries of x needed 
tropic ebstic scattering, ami IZE. (same) number of energy values defining the 
equally probable energy bins in continuum inelastic scattering. 'This munber is 
usually 11; the format is I l O .  
3.3 FORMAT OF THE EDT 
A description of the format of the EDT follows. Since the ED" is made up of 
card bages, the description is in terms of card images. 
the IBM-7094) and one card denoting 
the equally probable angular bins in aniso- 
Item No. of 
- -  No. Entries Card Description Format 
NENERG is the number of energies in 
1 1 NENERG 110 
the energy table. 
Item No. of 
No. Entries 
2 NENERG 
4 5 
5 Noocl 
6 5 
7 N r n  
8 5 
Card Description 
ETABLE(11, ETABLE@), ETABLE(3), 
ETABLE(4), ETABLE(5), ... 
ETABLE (NENERG). 
ETABLE is the energy mesh for all 
elements. ETBLE(1) is the lowest 
energy and ETABLE(NENERG) ie 
WeigM-  
IATWT a 5-digit nuclide identifier. 
J is an end of data flag. J#O means 
OF, NOW, NFI, Ifit, IPIN 
O F 4  meam this is Last card of ele- 
ment. NOW is the number oi words 
inthenextgroupofdata, M F I b  
a file number used for identifica- 
this card is the last card ob the EDT. 
IpIN+o means this element has no 
inelastic scattering. 
SIGMAW, SIGMA(2), SGMA(3), 
SIGMA(4), etc. 
SIGMA b the microscopic total cross 
sectioa Note that NOW must equal 
NENERG and that OF, ISf, IPIN 
must all be zem. 
Repeat item 4 
PSCAT[l), PSCAT(21, PSCAT(3), 
PSCAT(4), PSCAT(51, ..., 
PScAT(MENER6;). 
scattering, PSCAT(1) corresponds 
to ETABLE(1) and PSCAT(NENEFtG) 
corresponds to ETABLE(NENERG). 
PSCAT is the probability of elastic 
Repeat item 4. 
Format 
5314.5 
E16.8, 216 
E16.8, 4 6  
5314.5 
E16.8, 4I8 
5314.5 
El6.8, 416 
I 
I 
I 
10 5 
11 NENERG 
12 5 
13 11 
14 5 
15 11 
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Card Description 
PA33S(l)* PABS(2), PABS(31, PABS(41, 
PABS(51, ..., PABS(NENERG). 
OF, NCW, NFI, fa, IPIN 
I S  must equai. 1 because tbe nexf 
data group is the scatter index. 
If this element has no idastic 
scattering, then IPIN must e q d  1. 
Ip, Jn =, u 
There are NENERG cards in this 
data 
tities IP, ID, IT, IA defined as 
follows: 
Each card has the quart- 
IP = 1 for inelastic discrete scattering 
= 2 for inelastic continuum sc&er- 
irrg 
ID =the l d c m  of an ENN or PLEV 
e to the first word of 
IT = 1 for isotropic scattering in cen- 
ter aif mass 
= 2 €or scattering in hydrogen 
= 3 for anisotropic scattering in 
= 4 isotropic scattering in the lab 
center af mass 
system 
ID = io.ocation af a x Table if IT = 3. 
Repeat item 4 WLth NOW = 11. 
cHI(11, CHI@), Cm(31, m ( 4 1 ,  C ( 5 1 ,  
etc CEii is a table of 11 entries. 
cm(l) = 1.0, Cia(l1) = 0. Items 12, 
13 are repeased for each energy at 
which ‘Tr” d item 11 is 3. 
F O n n a t  
5314.5 
E16.8, 4 6  
¶10 
E16.8, 4B 
5314.5 
Repeat item 4 with NOW = 11. E16.8, 4 6  
ENN(11, ENN(2), ENN(S), ENN(Q), 5314.5 
The ENN table is wed to determine the 
ENN(t9, etc. 
energy after scattering for 8n in- 
elastic continuum interaction. Bems 14 
and 15 are repeated for each energy 
18 
17 
10 
18 
a0 
5El4.5 
5El4.8 
E16.8, u8 
SEl4,5 
E16.8, if6 I 
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! 4. OF TfIE AVAILABLE PROBLEM GEplvIETRIES 
The AT~IENA sGtem recognizes prmms of two geometry types, namely those 
of 30-degree and 360-degree descriptians. Various geometry-dependent rou- 
tines, in particular VANGEN, TESTG, ATHENA, and STATC, a re  provided with 
the necessary information indicating which type of geometry is being considered. 
The 360-degree geometry (Fig. 2) represents an ementially homogenized re- 
actor core, which can be subdivided r a W y  and axially to permit variation of 
the c ition 
e- 
the core, and to provide several in-core flux scorhg re- 
The 30-degree geometry (Fig. 3) permits a much closer approximation to the 
coaifiguration of an actual reactor core which contains a hexagonal l&ice. The 
geometry data for a very detailed and extensive structure may require large 
amounts of machine storage, and much of the data may be repetitious for a 8pm- 
metric con€iguration. The 30-degree geometry option was devised to exploit 
the 12-fold spmmetry of a hexagonal-lattice reactor core, and thereby permit 
relatively detailed geometrid descriptions of a limited partion of the structure. 
For example, the source-generator or tracking routines (or bath) may recognize 
individual fuel rods, axial divisions of these rods, and the presence of coaxial 
fuel cylinders within a fuel rod. 
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A common feature Ofl both geometries is the requirement that the region of three- 
space to be considered be bounded by a finite rectangular solid whose boanding 
planes are parallel to the coordinate planes of a right-handed coordinate sys- 
tem. This solid is decomposed, according to the problem input, into a munber 
of ordinary boxes (rectangular soli& with xyz orientation) which may, in tara, 
contain various numbers af mmcwdinary regions, e.g., cylinders, spheres, wedges, 
The geometry type specified affects principally the operation of V M E N  and 
ATHENA A very useful feature of the programs is that, in both geometries, 
the spatial variation of the neutron or gamma suurces may be consideraHy more 
detailed than the structure specified for tracking and scoring, There are, how- 
ever, certain restrictions placed upon the reactor core specifications. Brief 
descriptianS are given below of the capabilities and restrictions of each geom- 
etry type; further detasls are given in the discussion of the VANGEN program 
4.1 360-DEGREE CSO16ETFtY 
The general requirements for the geaimetry input to a S6O-degree problem are 
listed below. These are illustrated by Fig. 4. 
I 1. The over-ail, volume ia subdivided into -<BO ~rdinarp regions (boxes). 
In the example (Fig. 4, there are seven ordinary regions, of which re- 
gions 8 ami 7 are not shown; 
10, 39, 15, and l? a c h  m e r  with their internal regitma 9, 1 
8Mi 16 and their internal regions, etc., make up the wave core; there 
are other assorted figures (18-21) outside af the core. 
s in this example contains cylinr~era 
-
2. The core axis must coincide with the z-axis. 
t 
2 
5 
ps A 
T 
1 
\ ZMINC 
Fig. 4 -Vertical Section through a Typical 360-Degree Con- 
figuration. In this Example, NSTACIE = 10, NAXZON = 4, and 
the Minimum Stage Indices (KSMIN) of the Four Zones are 1, 
3, 6, and 7, Respectively. 
7. Each part d the active core space [defined in (e) below], apart from 
gaps (1/2 E) between zones, magt be gegigmbk to one or the other of 
the core cylinders. 
8. The mdal extent ofthe active corn isdeffned by ZMIHC? the -
mintmum z of stage 1; €I, the height d me stage; Em, the gepbdween 
stages; and NSTAGE, the number of8lages. The radial edentie fram 
- -
Fig- 3 shms  &e iW&ieil iirie&tatim d the gesmetry for a 30-degg-ee problem. 
Several important features of thLs geometry (which depart from previous re- 
strictions and specificztirmns for EZGEOM) are as follows. 
1. All cy1inder axes must be vertical, parallel to the z-axis (this restric- 
tim nizy be reriimed far nonfuei cylinders in later versions of the pro- 
2. A cylinder vertex (x,y location of its axis) may lie at (0,O); in one of 
ttre reflection p h e s  (y = 0 or J = x/JF); on the intersection p h e  of 
two ordinary boxes (e.g.. cylinder f or j) or four ordinary boxes (e.g., 
cylinder i); or elsewhere (e.g., cylinder h). with the restriction that no 
w e  may intersect a cylinder unless the cylinder axis is on that plane 
(e.g.. a qbder such as rn is not allowed). Corollary: straddling 
IC€. (3) befowl may occur only in the x-y piane. 
3. Cyliaders may have one external region (e.g., h is internal to 6) or may 
straddle two or four (but not three) ordinary regions (e.g., j is internal 
to 9 and 10; g is internal to 3. 4, 6, and 7). 
4. Cylinders mag be sectored into s12 equiangular sectors for purposes 
uf azimuth-dependent gamma heating scoring. A cylindrical region 
(such as g) containing a coaxial, cobasal cylinder may dlso be sectored 
5. Cylinder sectors are oriented and numbered (by the programs) as fol- 
lows. Sector identifiers increase counterclockwise, with the minimum 
azimuth of sector 1 being 0 * for a l l  cylinders except those on the 30 " 
plane (but not on &e or€gin). For such cylinders (e.g., c, d, e, f) see- 
tor 1 originates at 309 Exceptions: for a cylinder with 12 sectors 
(e.g., n or p), the respective minimum azimuths are -15" (instead of 09 
and 415" (instead of +309. This convention (which is recognized in the 
tracking and volume computations) was adopted so  that the nearest 
I 
points on nearest-neighbor 12-sectored cylinders in a hexagonal. array 
would correspond to midpoints of sectors rather thaa boundaries there- 
of. 
6. Nonzero heating gamma scores are accumulated only in trackable sec- 
tors (e.g., sectors 3, 4, and 5 of cylinder a). In this example, the com- 
puted volume of sector 3 is one-tenth rather than me-€i€th that of cyl- 
indlrerd 
7. There m y  be c15 fuel-rod centers (vertices) within a fuel rod. There 
may be -(lo fuel cylinders (defined by C20 radii). Arbitrary relative 
source Strengths can be assigned to the he1 rods and to the fuel cyl- 
inders within a rod (cf. Chapter 5). 
1 
8. No other nonordinary objects (e.g., the sphere, region b) may straddle I 
1 
boxes or extend beyond the reflection planes (automatic tests are  made 
1 
I for illegal locations af sphere centers or cylinder vertices). , 
I 
9, Ordinary regions may be intersected arbitrarily by the 30"reflection I 
p h e ;  it is permitted (but not required that certain ordinary regions 
be'bOundedby&O"plane. 
Concluding Remarks on Cobasd Cylinders and Exterm3 Regions 
The only nonordinary regions which may touch other regions without geometric 
clearance are the cylinders which make up a cobasal array. These must be co- 
1 
, 
I 
I axial and co&asal at both bases. In the sketch belw, a cluster af cobasid cyl- I 
1 
fnders 9, 10, ll, 12 i s  shown in vertical sectitnq cylinder 12 is s e- 
gions 5 and 6; cylinders 13 and 14 are noncobasal. The external region num- 
I 
I berg to be assigned to the various cylinders are: 
51 I 
5 
I 
9 10 
10 tl 
11 12 
12 (none); 5 and 6; (for 
exact format of spe- 
cification aee 
VAXGEN or EZGEOM 
input lists) 
13 14 
14 5 
Note that cvlinders 9 thr- 11 are not classified ae straddling cy-rs, 
each has a single wmrnal region. 
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360-degree geometry. Its component routines perform the following functions. 
1. Integrate over an arbitrary reactor power history to fin& 
n-gamma intensity and spectrum at a specified f 
er. 
Compute fission fractions in several neutron energy bins. 2. 
3. Generate mudified gamma and/or neutron spectra €or the sourcehpeq 
based on the results of (1) and (2) and Input-specified energy weights. 
Select source-particle locations within a reactor core geometry of 
30-degree or 36Q-degree type {see Figs. 2, 3, and 4) at random from 
a detailed spatial distribution appropriate to the geometry type. 
4. 
fled region-dependent weighting in the tracking program. 
Assign source-particle locations to appropriate tracking-geometry 
regions, and label the particles on the source tape with these region 
numbers. 
6. 
- -  
I 
7. Normalize the input spatial power pattern and transmit the nonnafhd 
power tables to an inter-program dump tape. 
8. Perform validating tests on the cylindrical-region input for the source- 
generator, and edit the results of these testa. 
9. Print out descriptions uf input-specified numbers ob source particles. 
10. Gene- a neutron tape, a gamma tape, or bath, in a single problem, 
witb &wmZ%€ry Ilitmbera of h€stGries. 
I *  
~ 
I 
11. Read back the source tape or tapes and tally the particles recorded 
thereon, by region and by energy. 
5.1 SPATIAL ipELECTION 
The spatial selection and associated geometry and power-pattern inplt will be 
described first. 
5.1.1 360-Degree Geometry 
The particles are generated within a core, OF a cylindrical volume which ex- 
tends m y  from a minimum position ZlulINC (see Fig. 5) to a maximam p i -  
tion which is the upper limit of the highest stage (NSTAGE s 26). The implied 
stages are all ob equal heigbt (H) and separation (e,EPS). The regions which 
occupy the core must be cylinders, withbases offset by 4 4  from the bases of 
the uppermost and lowermost enclosed stages (a special cylinder-inplrt format 
is available to iacilltate these epecifidions). Thus, cylinder c of Fig. 5 would 
be described 
belaw tbe second stage] and hew type -2 [signifying that it8 height is such as 
to enclose two stages, plus (1/4) E at the top]. Explicitly, if a cylinder is ob nega- 
tive height type, -N, its height is computed as 
having a bgee lacskion d tope -2 [siBptiffriqg that its base ia (1/4k 
r----- 
I 4- 
I 
Fig. 5 -Rll,tBtrating 360-Degree Type 
Reactar Geometry and Relationship be- 
andTrar.Mnrrcylinders 
tween hnplkd Stages (here "i'AGE = 5) 
1 = NH i. (N - 3‘. 
It is assumed i x k  the program t31& linear interpolation is permissible for the 
P Z  vs ZP table, and further (overriding the redts  of this interpolation) that 
particles are to be gemrated there. 
a8 a function d Z, the enmet3 for the latter coasistiag of a l l  of the input values 
of ZP, plus all of the Z-ba;mdarierp of the implied NSTAGE shges. 
The selectdm af aJl the ppranreterip clescribing a source particle is done in sub- 
routine TXPGEN. In particular, the axial coordinate 2 is chosen as the 2 Satis- 
(excluding E ’ S )  
= 5  
jZm= P(z)dz 
%in 
(excluding E’S) 
where 0 
in one d the “dead spaces” E, because of the manner of setting up the table of 
FDZ, The stage containing the selected Z is then determined, and finally the 
t C 1, chosen in subroutine RAMIU, The 2 thus chosen cannot lie 
axial zone @AX) containing this stage. 
N e d  a radial location is selected, a s  follows. The radial distribution of the volu- 
metric fissioning is described by means of an input table of LR(S50) pairs of 
numbers, PR(J) and RP(Jj, representing the relative fissioning density as a 
function of radial position (independently of axial position), from R = 0 to R = 
RP(LR). b e a r  iaterpoLabiiity of FQ in RP is assumed Since the input values 
of (mt, represent probability of fissioning per unit volume (or per unit area at 
a specified axial location), the probability that a given source arises at a radius 
R between Rl and R2 is 
(34) 
where A and B are coefficients in a local linear fit, and Rl and R2 are consecu- 
tive entries in the input table RP. Subroutine PWRPAT computes, accumulates, 
and normalizes the values of AP (Eq. 34) for later use in subroutine TAPCEN. 
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The main program (VANGEN) also computes, and stores in portions of a com- 
mon ar ray  -360, the coefficients A and B for each of the LR-1 radial bins, and 
the maxb.~um value of PR=R within each of these bins. 
A radial source location is selected in TAPGEN as the R satisfying 
The R-selection is done in two steps. First a random number is located in the 
table of cumulative AP to pick a radial bin, then the rejection technique shown 
in Fig. 6 is uses to select a radius wiain #$at bb. 
(A similar two-step procedure is foilowed in the selection of an axial location.) 
I 
The sine and cosine of a random azimuth Q, about the Z-axis is chosen in sub- 
routine PHI, x and y coordtinates are then set equal to R cos @ and R sin @. The 
last step in the spatial selection is the identification of the tracking region con- 
, 
taining the selected (Z,R). I 
The main program (VANGEN) examines the tracking-cylinder input once, and 
verifies that (1) the active core is occupied only by cobasal-cylinder clusters, 
and (2) the largest cylinder in a given axial zone has a radius 3 RP(LR), the edge 
of the raninl power 
tions w i l l  be rejected) Subroutine CYLCOR later orders (in array RJ360) the 
tracking cylinders by zone and by radius Within a zone, and sets up in array 
KCMIN(26) the initial addresses in array RJ360 of the ordered-radius lists cor- 
responding to each of the (C26) axial zones; elsewhere in this array (equiva- 
lenced to 5360) are the corresponding region numbers. TAPGEN, having access 
l 
I 
a 
Y 
0 
to the previously determined axial zone @AX), searches in one of the ordered- 
radius portions of RJSSO to locate the racfial bin containing R, then pi& t9p the 
integer identifier af the pertinent tracking region from a corresponding entry in 
5360. 
5.3.2 30-Degree Geometry 
The particles are generated within an c%niigimwy’9 or impiied con€iguratiw of 
s.3900 “miCr0” fuel cpliders, arranged in coaxial gackeb d c10 fuel cylinders 
(20 radii) per stage, s26 stages per fuel rod, s15 fuel  rods per problem. The 
locations af the fuel rochp are understood to satisfy the general restrictions dis- 
cussed rrnder Fig. 3, Chapter 4. Source particles are selected at random from 
the whole configuration, following input-specifted distributions as follows, 
1, Each fuel rod is ass@ed an a priori number PV representing its reb- 
tive fissioning rate. The program selects locations from the fuel cyl- 
inders in the XP fuel rod with proi,ab~ty proportional to PVW, act 
rejects points which lie outside the 3O-degree tracking space between 
the reflection planes. 
2. The axial distribution is defined exactly as in the 360-degree geometry, 
via a Wle of 650 (PZ,ZF) pairs. Source generation is suppressed in 
the gaps between stages. 
3. The relative numbers of fissions in each of the s10 fuel cylinders is I 
I 
specified by a ‘rmicro-radidl” distribution PFC(10,S); there may be 
three different micro-radial distributions in a given problem. All af i 
the stages in a given axial zone must have the same micro-radial ctfs- -
hibution. 
I 
I 
1 
l 
An important automatic feature of the prugram is the identification of c%nacro” 
or tracking-geometry regions corresponding to the vari~ls generated particle 
locations. This identification proceeds primarily via a micro-to-macro assign- 
must be same geometric clearance between the end-stages and the cyl- 
I 
I 
provided that rules 2 , 3  are satisfied 


The quantity of macro geometry data supplied to VANGEN (a subset of the total 
problem geometry) is first described by integers NBOX, NCYL, NREG, mean- 
ing the nnrnber of ordinary boxes, the number of pertinent cyiinders, and the 
number of regions (for thia program NREG may be the total number to be con- 
sidered in the ATHENA problem, or merely the highest regia-number in which 
a s-ce may be gemratd. 'NCYII m a t  be 3 1 for a 3 6 O o ~  M 
it may be zero in a 30°problem, b which case all generated partides are 10- 
I '  
cated In the appropriate ordinary boxes for proper labeling on the source tape. 
other quantities read in are a list of radii Rfg), K = 1, 2, ..., NRAMI; base lo- 
cations ZBAGE o, IC = 1, 2, ...? NZBASE; heights HT @), K = 1, 2, ..., MIT; 
and vertex coordinates XV(g), YV(Kj, 3 = 1, ..., NVERT. Then if NCYL 3 1, 
cards are read conitaining @or the 
integers: 
cylinder in the deck) the following six 
1 
VdW W r  M- -
If NEXT = U ,  thfe meam the cylinder ie straddling several regions, andafd- 
low-tq, eardis reQuiFed (IEeeaedtf thLe type OB cylinder input b used in EZGEOM, 
card called for but its ccmtenta ignored in VANGEN). 
The other integers in the list are used by the program as follows; let L.in each 
case be the value ab the pertinent integer. 
- Jv. The cyhder’s  axis has coordinates xt’{Li, YV(L). 
- JB: (a) H L 0, the base of the cylinder is at Z = ZBAsE(L); 
(36) 
(37a) 
(b) If L < 0, the base of the cylinder is understood to lie -E 1 be- 4 th lowthe 1LI stage, i.e., 
t37b) 
) + (ILI-l)*(&+€) - 3 1
where 3 is the a af si stage, and E is the gap ’between stages. 
JfI: (a) If L > 0, the height af the cylinder is HT(L) 
&I) If L c 0, the height of the cylinder is such as to enclose 
-
f LI stages plus fl Lt- l ) ~  (gaps) plus -E: 1 
2 
be in this six-integer 
coordinates, etc. 
will  accept cylinder inprrt in VANL;EN format and/or EZGEOM format (Section 7.3) 
with the restriction tbat all data in VANGEN format be in a single packet imme- 
diately following the ordinary-region input. Other cylinder input to EZGEOM can 
appear anywhere in the nonordinary-region deck. Parameters of cylinders de- 
scribed in V A N P N  format for EZGEOM must be within a specified range (see 
p. 97). I I 
i 
I 
I (if any) to a 30-degree VANGEN p r W m  is prcmz~sed 
. The principal computation done here is the assignment 
I 
of each of the 63900 micro fuel cylinders to an enveloping macro-cylinder, for 
use in later assignmeat (in subroutine T M E N )  of tracking regions. For each 
micro-cylinder not so assignable, a flag is set up to direct TAPGEN to localize 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
a generated point in the appropriate input ordinary region, 
I 
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The micro-to-macro assignment proceeds via a single scanning of all the micro- 
cylinders, each of which is labeled with three indices: LV ( 4 5 ,  vertex location); 
LS (626, axial stage location); and LF (610, fael-cylinder order within a stage). 
The fuel cylinder (tV,LS,LF) is determined to be wholly contained within a 
macro-cylinder N [or what is the same thing, to lie in the space between macro- 
cylinder N iiIid W's internal cylinder N', if any); or else it is found to be not so 
In the first instance, the apyro- 
CORfLV,IjS,LIF), is set equal tu 
W, otherwise it is e q d  to zero. 
Other functions performed by CPLCOR for this geometry are: 
1. Test that according to the geometry supplied for VANGEN no cylinder 
contains anything other than a cc);Ixial, cobasal cylinder; 
which have been assigned to each macro-cylinder of the input, (b) the 
number of unassigned micro-cylinders. 
Errors found in any of the four items described above lead to diagnostic print- 
outs and problem termination. 
Prior to the genemiion of source particles, the input quantities PV(I0, 
1,2, ..., "VERT = m e r  of fuel-rod vertices) are  normalized in sulsmutw 
-PAT to NE), where 
NFVERT 
R=l 
pvpJ(K) = 1.0. 
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Similarly, each d the l4MDWl' ( ~ 3 )  micro-radfal dhtributione is normal&@ 
yielding groupe of NFCYL ( S l O )  entries each, with 
for 1 = 1, ,..TpMMsT. These normalized tabla are used in TAPGEN to make 
selecticma & fuel rod and fuel cylinder for each source history in accordance 
with the Znpat power patterns. 
The sequence for picking a source location in 30-degree geometry is as follows: 
1. Pick a z-coordinate 88 described for the 360-degree geometry, above. 
2. Determine the stage index (L6) and axial zone (KAX) corresponding to 
tbie e. 
3. a random number 4; select a vertex location (LV) such that 
LV-1 LV 
2 mo) 6 < WN(S). 
j =1 j=l 
(39) 
4. Retrieve &om input) the micro-radial didributf0n tSpe (=I,& 3) 
corresponding to axial zone gAx. 
5. Pick a random number 6; select a fuel cylinder index (LF) rtuch flat 
LF-1 LF 2 PFN(j,MMST)-(.t< 2 PFN(S,hrLL)fG). (40) 
j=l j=1 
6. pick a location uniformly in the annular area centered at XV(LV), 
YV(LV), between radii R(Z*LF-l) and R(hLF). 
7. U the location so selected lies within the 30” tracking region, keep it; 
otherwise pick a new vertex (step 3). 
5.3 ENERGY SELECTION AND REGION SPLlTTING 
Once a -particle location (x,y:z, and region number) has been selected for a given 
history in either geometry, a neutron energy is chosen (if neutron sources are 
called for ia the 
a neutron buffer array in core. Tie value or’ NPJ may be 3 0; it is computed as 
and NN source ‘Lparticles” are generated and entered in 
where WTN is the region-dependent weight to be used in the associated ATHENA 
problem, ( is a random number, and the brackets imply taking the integral part 
of the contained expression. The complete description of a source particle is a 
set of nine numbers, viz., history number, x, y, 2, wx, wy, wz, energy, and re- 
gion number; wx, wy, wz are the dir 
isotropidy.  If NN for a given histcrry is zero, no particles are generated and 
the pertinent history number does wrt appeas in the neutron buffer nor on the re- 
sulting neutron source tape. Tf NN > 1, several particles w i l l  appear bearing the 
same location and history number; however, the additional particles will have 
independently selected energies and directions. 
n cosines of the particle velocity, chosen 
Since the spatial distribution of the source neutrons and the primary (fission-re- 
kited) gammas is assumed to be the same, the same location is used for generat- 
ing-gamma sourcet3, which are stored in a separate buffer array and written out 
on a separate source tape, Region splitting is carried out as for neutrons, here 
using the gamma region-dependent weights. 
5.3.1 Neutron Energy Selection - Energy Importance Sampling 
Neutrons are normally selected f rom a portion of the fission spectrum as approxi- 
mated by Cranberg,’ Le., in which 
I 
where E is ttre energy in MeV. The selection is made via subroutine PFISPC, 
using a rejection technique &te to gatas:' 
If -ax + (y-bx-~)~ 0, choose E = yx; otherwise reject and repeat from Eq. 43. 
TO obtain the distribution (Eq, 42) and ensure a maximum efficiency for the re- 
jection teChaiep#r, the pamudmu a, b, c, y have been evaluated as follcrwa, and 
used in PFISPC 
a = 4.578573 
b = 1.069179 
c = 1.059179 
y = 1.99675 
and in Eq. 43, xt = E d y ,  x2 = E&. The call to PFISPC with arguments Eu, EL 
results in edectiag an anergy E from the truncated fission spectrum, EL E G En 
Since ATHENA permits energy importance sampling, the source generator is 
equipped to rn- the a priori fission spectrum appropriately. This is done by 
defining in the VANWN lnput as many as 20 neutron energy bins (s21 energy 
limits) with corresponding energy weights WEN(J), J = 1,2,.. .,"BINS 20. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I VANGEN compdee the ftesion fractions, corresponding to each neutron bin, by 
I 
I 
The a priori fiseion fraction between E, and Eb is then I F(Ed - F(Ed I. VMGEN 
computes the a priori flasion fFactions, then the modLfied fiesion fradtons 
FFMC3D(J) = FF'RAC(J)/WEN(d). These are then mrmallzed by division by 
I 
X FFM(3ID(J), and the normalized modified fission fractions are stored as a mun- 
*These tables are compiled into the program. They are coasistent with Eq. 42. 
On uption, different tables d EFF and FABOVE canbe readinto override the 
progrzm 
Hence m(1) = fraction d times that a mutrou nill be selected from bin 1, 
[PNL(2) - BJL(l)] = fraction arf times tbat a neutron willbesebctedfrom bin& ..., 
P"Bm = 1.0. 
is stored; for wider bine IC, B F O  = 0. In the mertron-selection portion OB 
TAFGEN,aneutronbinLLchoeenas tbptsa t id~  
PNL(L-1) 5 < PNL(L). (47) I 
i Then if BF(Q = 0, PFEBPC if6 oLIQ3d to select an em-, otherwise c = BF(L), and 
the energy Le selected rre I 
1 
I 
where Et andE2are the limttr of neutronbin L. 
This is one ebvice which may be used to generate an alxnoet momenergetic mu- 
tron timrce tape. Its use @%., trnnlfdt specification ob a fierrion fraction c 0.01) 
ie not perrnLttcdfar eamghw lower- 1.0 Mev, crbce! tbe local representation 
of the cumdative fission mpechun rn a pure &ea not reflect accu- 
rately the law-energy &age of the! f i e e i a  -dram. Howewer, monoenergetic 
particle same  t a g s  with zvtrftrary energy can be generated by appropriate use 
o f t h e g a m m a b F a n c h o f t h e ~ , d e e c r i b e d ~ .  
n 
VANGEN comprtge the instantaneouS gamma Spectrum C O f i - t O m  b- 
stant folhtring p9 artritrary reactor operating history. Thh hWmy niil be de- 
noted as P@, representing totalfissirrnfng rate as afundlon of-, * b spec- 
ified in *,n;rat via GrMerr of P(t) and t, with linear €nterpolaWl#y pzlcmmed The 
a emiesion rates foUowa U~ fiesiadqg are em- 
as r(7,EY>, - the gasma e s n m  
aftimeadgammaemergy. Ektchtables 
[called G&J), I 6 80, J C 151 are at present compiled as program dit@ they can 
be printed unt on option. The sources af these data, 81y1 dLecuerrions thered, 
can be found in Reference 8. The present data cover 78 poet-fieeion 7's frmn 
10'" sec to 10 hr, and 13 gamma energies represen- tbe fission- 
saurce from 0.02 Mev to 7.5 Mev. & @ion, input cista can be read In to -- 
ride the internal program data. 
Given tables describing P(t) @is8icms/aec) and r(7; $1 ~ / s e c - f i t m i d ,  
subroatine DELGAM COmpuLtee 
with the quantities in the integrand approximated as 
for the jfh energy, in the s~ time-bin af the cielayeti-gmnma tables. The number 
of delayed-gamma energies present in the G(I,J) matrix is ca€led NCOL. "km 
72 
integra&# of the type (Eq. 49) are computed in a single pass thr 
w e  from ti, the first input reactor-me time, to tf, the imt-speciffed 
for which suurces are required. The -mesh for the reactor history 
arbitrary, provided that consecutive fnstads in the &&le are non*em-  
continuities in the reactor power are permitted 19 neutron histories are 
on a log-log scale) to T~ using the F e r  fits (Eq. 51) valid €or 
the last tCR0 time-entries in each E7 colurnn, 
ut ij denote the results ~b the integrations (xq. 49). Their relative 
represent the a priori prlrna.ry-gamma spectrum. at k. Given a table af gamma 
exmrgy bins and correspondLag weigiits, VANGEN comprrtes modified S O U T ~ ~ S  
.J 
= $ m G ,  where WEG is the energy weight corresponding to q. The $’ are 7 J j 
then SO 
NCOL 
j=l 
+j = 1.0, 
and the results stored in a &le of cumulative, narmalized modLfied source Ln- 
tenaities, PGL(&), K = 1, NCOL; PGL(NC0L) = 1.0. In the souree-gerera- 
tion, the Jth of the NCOL discrete energies is selected, by choosing a raadoxi 
number 5 ,  then determining 
@a 
particle splimng and Russian roulette a m  done for gammsg 
as for neutrons; zero, one, or several particles may be generated with a given 
history number and location ?€ several particles are generated, their energ- 
are selected (rrorn the modified spectrum) independently, as are their isotrcpk 
directions, 
5.4 NOTE ON ENERGY-B@? TDENTIFTCATION FOR WEIGHT ASSIGNNpfiNTS 
Since particle generation (in VIWGEN"), tracking and scoring (in ATHEN@, pee- 
ondary-gamma production (in GASP) p and neutron-interaction editing (in NATALE) 
are all dependent upon energy weights, these programs should all use weights 
which are the same function of ener-7. The programs are generally compatible 
in this r e s p  
ference in&@ 
Esubroutines are W e d  BINLOC in VANGEN, and SEEK in the &her programs. 
Their opefation Q Uustrated in Fig. 8, (a) and (b). 
Because of W difference, VANGEN must not be set up to generate (with finite 
probability) source particles having energies exactly coinciding with energy- 
weight-bin boundaries. 
When a 100-particle buffer has been filled, or when particles for the required 
numbers of both neutron and gamma hietorfes have been generated, IOO-partide 
records are written out on the appropriate source tapes. Printer outprb, €€sting 
the particle parameters, is also avaifable on option for a specified number of 
groups of 100-particles; any unfinished group of this specified Output is also 
printed. I 
it is possible to set up a pathologid case based on a dff- 
fng uf exact equality in an energy-bin search. The pertinent 
i 
I 
i 
I 
Finally on option subroutine TALLY reads back the just-generated source tapes 
and prints out the numbers of neutrons and/or gammas generated, by tracking 
region and by energy-importance bin, along with theoretically equivalent guar$i- 
ties to provide check3 on the spatfal and energy importance @ampling. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5.5 TRANSMISSON OF FLUX-AT-A-POINT DATA TO COMMON , 
I DUMP TAPE 
Primary-gamma ATHENA calculations of flux-at-a-point (Section 111.5.1) require I 
an analytic representation of the spatial power distribution (360-degree geom- I 
etry). In particular, the fissioning density per unit volume, normalized to unit 
n * 
M 
U 
I I 
G a s  Y - 3  
w w 
integral Over the active volume of the core, is required Since the wnnorms2.iaed 
p e r  pattern is supplied as @ut for VANGEN, the required preprocessing is 
done in this program, and the results are transmitted via a dump tape for later 
use in ATaENA. 
The transmitted tables are generated in subroutine PWRPAT. The axfal range 
from Z m C  to ZUI=ZMINC+NSTAGE*(H+E) -E] is divided into 100 e q d  steps 
DELZ. A table of 103 values T Z O  is then computed where 
The P(z) are obtained by interpolation in the (nonnormdized) input table of the 
axial m e r  pattern. 
similarly, a table af 101 d e s  TRB) is set up, representing the normslfized 
radial power pattern at radial poMs separated by DELR = 0.01 
JO 
Herethe P(r) are oMained from the lnput radial power pattern, For an arbitrary 
point R Z )  in the reactor core, TZ-TR AV represents the probability that a par- 
tide burn in the core b born in the volume AV cm', if the TZ and TR are ob- 
tained by Merpoiation in 2 or R, and TZ is made zero for Z in any of the inter- 
stage gaps E, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'I 
8 
9,lO 
11-15 
10-20 
21-60 
1: 
1: 
1: 
1: 
1: 
h 
tb= 
1: 
n 
Delayed-Gamma f)aQ (to be provided only if entry in c o b  6 af card 2 
equals 2) 
1, Dimensions of Matrix: MEOW, NCOL (Format 215) 
NRm = numkr c& times in delayed-gamma table (40 )  
3. NCOL + 1 boundtrrg energies for source bins (in ev; bin-order inereas- 
ing) E O ,  K = 1, ...*NE = NCOL + 1 (Format 7E10.4) 
Note: The output gamma energy for the gth bin is E G O  =dE(K)-E(g+lf. -
4. Delayed-gamma intensities, pho4ons/(sec-fissiw), corresponding to 
1st $amma bin and times T(1)) T(2) ..., T(NROCR). @annat 6E12.4). 
Repeat (41, starting on a aew card, for each additional gamma bin. 
Cumulative Fission Specbum Ilata (to be provided oaly if entry in 
column 7 af card 2 equals 2) 
1. Number of energies in fiseion table, NEFF (s75) (Format 15) 
2. Neutron energy (eV, hwest first) and fraction of neutrons above this 
energy (Format 23320.8). lone card per pair; Na. af cards = NEFF. 
Reador operatiag History 
1. Nmnber ob ixwtmta for which reactor p e r  is specified, LT (650) 
2. Time (Sewnde, increasing) and corresponding relative power (fissions/ 
sec, not neceBBorflp wrmalleed. (Farmat 2E20.8.) One card per paiq 
LT cards. 
n 
'I 
3. -am energy (ev) a€ la& bin (Format 1E20.8). (3lO.E + 8). 
puwer @sdow/cmt) (Format 2E20.8). One card per pair, LZ cILIH1II1. 
highest atage- (c) ltnpirt table need not reflect the suppression ob m e e ~  
in the gape between stages; program overrides bpat tabies to put zero 
sources there. 
Axial Dimensions (Format 15,3315.8). All dimensions in cm 
Item -coiumne 
495 
6-20 
21-35 
36-50 
Number of stages, NSTAGE (s26) 
h¶inimum Z of stage 1, Z W C  
Height a€ one =the stage, Iff 
Gap between stages, EP6 (Note: Smdd not be lem than -
0.0004 ern in any problem with MsTM;E > 1.) 
1. Number of zones, and first stage index in each zone (through zone 13) 
Item 
Number of axial zowh, NAXZON (626) 
Minimum stage index in let zone (81) 
IUaimam &age index in 2nd zoflt! 
Minimum stage index in 3rd zone 
-Columns 
495 
10 
14,15 
19,20 
Etc. Mc, 
2. Continuation (1415) if NAXZON7 13. 
Distinct Vertex (Axis) Locations for Cylinders 
1. Number of fuel-rod vertices ("VERT, gl5),  and total number af ver- 
tices (NVERT, C501 to be specified (Format 2I5.) 
2. x-coordinate and y-coordinate of each vertex (Format 6E12.4). $e- 
quence xV(l),  YV(l), =@), W(2), ~ ~ ( 3 1 ,  ~ ~ ( 3 1 ,  etc three vertiw 
per card Lsst fael-rod vertices first, 
Notes: (a) For 360"problem, XV(1) = 0.0, YV(1) = 0.0. (b) For 360" 
problem, Ln-core cylinders are to have vertex type 1; a vertex type n, 
(n#l) may ;also have xv = 0, YV = 0 (for specification of out-of-core 
cylinders on same axis). 
-
1. Relative power per fuel vertex, PVf), J = 1, ..,, NVERT (Fonnat6El2.4h 
Enter values in order correspondZng to vertex locatiozxs. 
Note: &same each fuel rod ie complete, Le., do not modify a priori 
power if rod is cut by reflecting pbw(s), 
-
2, Nrugberddcm- (ra POmaa-) 
3, Relative power (fist3 ) in each fuel cylinder, accorcaqg to micro- 
radial dis&b&ion 1. PPC(J,l), d = 1, ..,, NM;TI9/2 @ormat 6Sl24h 
Note: If RP(1) > 0, no particlee wi l l  be generated in R < RP(1). -
. 
1, Nimbers Oa regions described in VANGEN input (F'ormat 515). 
3, Number of dtstinct cylinder-baee z-coordidxw (NZBASE), and namber 
of cUtinct cylinder-height values (NBT). (Format 2I5). 
5. Values ob &tinct cylinder heights (supply only if NHT > 0). ET(J), 
J = I, ..., MIT (Format 6312.4). 
6. Macro-cylinder input (supply only if NCYL > 0) (Fmmpt 615,47X, 
N&e: &e Cttecuerrian of E*. 36 through 38 in Bection 6.2, 
Column 
-
Item -
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-85 
26-30 
31 -77 
78-80 Tracking region IRE0 (>O) 
' 8 2  

c 
6. TBE INPUT SEQUENCER PROGRAM, R a E Z M  
MEZDA is an overlay program which faciLitates the execution, in sequence, d 
programs EZGEOM, TESTG, DATORG, and INPUTD. The end result is a Qlmp 
tape containing all of the processed geometry, composition, and problem-param- 
eter input needed to nur an ATHENA problem. 
The sequence of the required processing &-the dump tape is as follows. 
1. (d Write on dump tape via operation af real VANGEN program (re- 
wed if primary-gamma problem with point detectors); 
or - 
(b) Write 011 dump tape via aperation of slmnlatnd VANGEN routine 
in MEZDA 
2. RunEZGEOM. 
3., 4. m TEsTG (OptioICau and DATORG, in either artier. 
5. RUnsNmTD. 
EZGEOM must precede DATORG, which must precede IN-, TESIY; can be 
run at any time after EZGEUM. A praceseed tape can bzve a new (e.g., cur- 
rected) DATORG written anto it, which then would neeemitate repeating I"D. 
If EZGEOM is written over, all subsequent programs must be repeated. 
The input to m Z D A  consists of a series of program-name cards, each followed 
by the appropriate pregram input. Thus suppoeiag option l(b) above were chosen, 
U 
medinm (reader1 5 5 
8 13 
Monte Carlo programs track simulated particks through a specified geometrid 
configuratioan, undergoiag all the interactions that an actrral particle is exgeckd 
to undergo. The particle flight m a y  pass through media having different proper- 
ties. Therefore, it is d primary importance to know at all times in wbich medic 
um the particle is, when the particle leaves the medium, and which medium it 
w i l l  be entering. Different media may be described as cmhhiq~ given material 
compoeition~ in three-dimensional geumetrical figures. 
However, it is necessary to decompwe these figures into particular geometrical 
forms which can be handled by the ATHENA program, Le., nontntersectbg rectano 
gular parallelepipeds, right cylinders, spheres, and ri@ nedgas. 
The EZGEOM program procesees the inpat which C O M ~ S ~ B  of the &scription of 
the desired configur;ition by means of these elementary geometrical forms and 
stores the Wormation into tables for rapid data &CC~BB in subeequent Monte Carlo 
Program& 
7.1 DE~"ITIO~JISANDMOTATION 
The three-space coordinate system used in deecribing the geometry is a Cartesian 
right-handed coordinate eyetern. The x, y, z directlorre wil l  be described aa xl, 
XB Xa= 
1. Nonordinary regions ( d e r  than straddling cylinders, d cbrrpter 4 
must be wholly contahed in either an mdbaq or a dinory region. 
Due to psstble round4 mors,  It is s u g g e h i  
contaibed region be cloeer to any surface af the co 
i ~ ~ t h ~ e ~ t h e  mrutmum coordinate foundon the s- ofthe contain- 
ing regia Note that the geometry is first c k c m  into rndhary 
regions. Hence, a nonardinary nonstraddling region may coIltaiEl a eet 
of nonordinary rem-, but must eventually be itself part of a set d 
these regions may see, at most, seven regions. A straddling CJrUnaRr 
partially contained in an ordinary region is counfed as one ab its 
internal regions. 
seven 
6, The geometry bput mast be submitted as fol€mm: first, specify the 
integers NBCX, NCYL, NREG, dending the m b e r  of ordinary r@cm, 
the number of cylinders to be described using the VANGEN-type fonnat 
(Cf. chapter 51, andan? totzl number of theproblem. Then 
define the ordinary regions, which must be entesed in order and num- 
bred from 1 to NBOEIE. Then (if NCYL > 0)  define "AGE, Z W C ,  
and all other data pertinent to the VANGEN-type cylinder input, this 
to be followed by the appropriate description af NCYL cylinaere, The 
order of these hacking-region numbers ie immaterial. Finally, enter 
thecWafortheremainingNIU3G- (NBOX+NCPL)regicmsinanyar&r. 
7. The data required to describe the cylinders in VANGEN format have 
betan described in Chapter 5. For &her tsrpe regions, and cylinckm in 
EZGEOM format, the data r-ed far each type are tbe region number, 
tbe external regfan number, and the folluwing informafhm. 
amy from the vertex. The bounding planes need not be 
rs describe tbe two legs ob 
D E S C € U m a  
reads the geometry input and copies ea& region d e s c r m  
onto a scratch tape, a c c u m u  the total amber of straddbg regions 
gion, m (lGm-(M, M beingthe tdalnrlmber of ordinary r8giun8), Tbe routine 
etzrts with ol~d a to 4 m  for m = 2,3, .,., M. 
imdthe$faced 
by-;. 9. 
It is aecesimq to dekerrnLne wsether or aat &e two facea hve LUI area in eom- 
lthe prqgram prweede to test: 
1. xc1: xfm. If greater than or equal, there is no overlap and the routine 
considers thd next region (Fig. 9 and Case a of Fig. 10). E lees than, 
then the second test is tried. 
rn 
3 % X 
B 
r. 
w" 
4 
t 
s€ders the aeXt region (Case a, Pig. 10). I€ greater than, then the third 
%estie* 
*:xfm. Ilf greater than or e@, there is no overkg (Case b, Fig. 10) 
andthe comparison tothe m + 1 r e m  is considered, If less tfran, then 
* 
to the m + 1 region is ccarsidered. E[ greater 
ie p11 area in common (Case c, Fig. 10). In thie w e ,  the region m 
ed in a table in which aU, regions adjacent to region I are recorded. 
once the campwison ctf xt l  to xcm for 
cof$luILed * inthetableistested. 
m is completed, &e af rggione 
I. e is no adjacent extremity for the 
to region 1 
ThieCOO-iSSaV if in the course 09 the investigation af 
the x: cmr- d ot another extremity is found which is 
not eqnal to x& it means t~ the geometry  ha^ not been properly de- 
fined. "his diagnostic is printed, and the program is stopped 
the xp face i8 me. 
2, If there ia onfy one region, the region number is placed Ln the proper 
table as the region adjacent to region 1 on the xp face. Further, a €lag 
region 1 is @ace& to tbat region, say r 
t;han m. The procednre is foliowed for regions whose nllmber is greater 
than m d y .  

\ 
i 
\ 
e' 
e' 
c 
,o 
I 
? c 
P 
rd 
0 
w 
0)  
9 
W 
0 
w 
horizmtal stxpmce which a m  equai to x: and xf. If not, either a hole or an over- 
lap 
the plane being searched, the table of adjacent regions faund, and the horizontal 
this information, it is possible to conetrnct the corn- 
aTyd a diagnostic is printed giving the region number under consideration, 
the data gathered for the complex surface a.re placed 
in Table 3 which is descdmd in Section 7.4. 
The same procedtlre is repeated €or each face of each region. 
when alf the ordinary regions have been processed, the program reads back 
from the scratch tape (produced by subroutine RDDTA) images a€ input card6 
far the nonordinary regions. These data are stored accordiug to the format des- 
d in Section 7.4. It is believed that EZWOM wi l l  find most, if not aF1, e 
in the input data for the ordinary regions. 
It is pogsibfe €or EZGECMd to fail to give a diagnostic when the programmed 
dimemions of a W e  for complex &aces are exceeded. Thfs may occur men 
a complex surface is defined by a grid of more than 25 X 25 rectangles and the 
investigated region is located near the end af the ordinmy region lietlag. This 
is an imtance when an incorrect edit can be obtained. fn this case, all Ute re- 
gions ent to region 1 wi l l  be cailed 1, showing that the geometry was ban- 
dled incOrredly. In general, the situation is improved by ge8ignbg a very law 
a 
There is no rcmt5.m built into EZGEOM to check input data for the nonorditEary 
regions. However, several other routines in the system (TESTG, CYLLOC, 
VOLUME) perform a variety of tests on the validity of the nonordinary geometry 
a8 well as the ordinary. These routines are all normally called in the operation 
Im conclusion, it is believed t h t  w i t h  reasomble czre ia the inprrt p m q  
the geometric tests performed in VANGEN, EZGEOM, TESTG, CYLLOC, and 
VOLUME practically ensure that no faulty configuration wiil go Uncbetectk to the 
main Monte Carlo tracking phase. 
7.3 LIESCEUPTION OF TEE IMPUT DATA FUR EZGEOM 
These data follow the EZGEOM card in the MEZDA inpat deck, 
1. Megerr! NXlX (<80), N c Y t  (d127), NREG (6200) (Format 3I5). 
2. Ordhary-region input (NBQg cards): XMIN(J), XMAX(J), .*, Zm(J) ,  
ZMAX(J) (Fonnat 63312.41. 
Optional: columns 73-75: BPO; columne 78-80: region number. 
- Nota: (a) irrespective of the entry in columns 78-80, &e Jth card in 
the deck wi l l  M i n e  the Jth ordinary region, J C NB4XC. (b) In a 30' 
problem, set the maxixnum y-coordinate to a va&e large enough to en- 
c h  any cylinders whme axes are cin the 30" reflect- - (if TES'I'G 
is to be wBd; See Chapter 8). 
3. IWa required for VANGEN-formt (cf. Chapter 5) cylinder input (supply 
only if NCYL > 0) 
a,. NSTAGE, ZMINC, H, EPS (Format 15, 3315.8). 
be "VERT (6100) (Format no). 
C. V- katiw XV(J), YVtJ), J = 1, NVERT ( F o ~  8313.5) 
(three verticea per car@- 
d. NRAIlII (SZOO) (Formrlt no). 
e. Radik R(J), J = 1, NRADIl (Format 6312.5). 
f. NZBASE ("loo), "T (6100) (Format 2x5). 
g. Z-base locations (supply only if NZBMI3 > 0) 
ZBASE(J), J = 1, NZBBGE (Format 6E12.4). 
h Heights (supply only if "I' > 0)  
HT(J), J = 1, "I' (Format 6E12.4)- 
i. Cylinder description, 1st card (see Chapter 5 for discussion) 
 column^ 1-30: MEXT, JV, JB. JH, dR, NSTRAI) (=O, 2, or 4) 
(Format 615, . . .) 
Columns 78-80 (same card), Region number, IREG (Format ...., 13) 
Columns 73-75, same card; Optionai: CYL 
Follow-up card (supply if NEXT, above, is zero): 
Straddled-region numbers, in any order (Format 4E). 
Notes: (a) All cylinders described in this format must be in a group 
immdhtely foilowing the ordinary-region input. Within this group, 
however, the sequence of the region numbers is immaterial. (b) Radi- 
us, half-height, and x, Y, 2 of midpoint of any cylinder in this group 
must be expressiMe with adequate precision in format F12.6, e.g., 
il234.123456. 
Supply items(s) (i) for NCYL cylinders. 
4. Descriptions of a~ other nonordinary regions (sphere: 1 card; cylinder: 
1 or 2 cards; nonordinary box: 3 cards; wedge: 3 cards), as follows. 
All 1oc;ltions and coordinates in cm. 
C d m  
1-12 
13 -24 
25-36 
53-55 
58-60 
03-15) 
78-80 
Xtem -
x-coordinate of center (E12.4) 
y-coordinate of center (E 12.4) 
z-coordinate of center (E12.4) 
SPH 
External region number 03) 
a h e r e  region number 03) 
SPB (optional) 
37 
1st a w d  
COlllmIl 
1-12 
13-24 
-
61-72 
(73 -75; 
78-80 
2nd eard 
Item -
x-coordinate of axis (E12.4) 
y-cocrrdlaslte of axis (E12.4) 
z - c w r w e  af midpoint of axie (E12.4) 
Radius Bl2-4) 
CYL 
External region number Qr3) 
“-height of cylinder (El2.4) 
c m  ( a @ i O d  
Cylinder region number (13) 
(>O for nonstraddling; -2 or -4 for stmMh& 
( m i y  only for straddling cylinder) 
cafumns 1-20: Straddled-region numbers, in any order (a) 
e. Wedge 
card 1 
cofpmtn 
1-36 
53-55 
58-60 
(73-75) 
78-80 
Card 2 
1-72 
05-78) 
(78-80) 
1-56 
Itern -
X,Y,Z of vertex of wedge (Format 3312.4, ...I 
WED 
M e d  region number (l3) 
WED (UWQia) 
Wedge region number (13) 
Card 1 
Colmnn 
1-38 
53-55 
58-6U 
78-80 
(7s-75) 
card2 -
1-72 
card 3 
Reln -
X,Y ,Z  (d vertex a€ RPP (Format 3312.4, ... ) 
RPP 
External region number (I31 
RPP (optional) 
Regimnumber 03) 
Components Xi, Yl, Zl, Xh Yg, Z2 of any tppo vectors 
RPPA (ognonal) 
Region nmnber (optional) 
from the RPP vertex (Format 6E12.4, ...I 
Campasteats X,, YS7 Zs d 3rd vector from BPP ver- 
RPPB (opt id )  
tex (Format 3E12.4, .,) 
Region-ber (M 
7.4 EZGEOMrnPUT 
EZGEOM generatee and atores three tables which completely describe the gmm- 
etry specifications for the p r a m .  The data in these tables are arranged m 
that they are rapiQy accessible to the Monte carlo routines. 
l X W 1  
There is an entry in "able 1 corresponding to each region ofthe probkx~ (The 
ith entry corresponds to tfmg ith region.) Each entry to Table 1 is padred into 
35 bits a8 follons, 
1. The first three high-order bits conbin the number af internal regione 
tiat the region sees (see Section 7.1). The maximum number of such 
regions for any given region is seven, 
2. The next three bits describe the type of region 
0 = ordirrarpparalleiepiped 
4 = xxmdhaq parallelepiped. 
3. The next eight bits contain the namber of the region external to the re- 
g i a  This only applies to n0nordi.na.q regions (types 1-4). For strad- 
dling cylinders, this entry is zero. 
4. The next nine bits contain a location relative to Table 2 where the re- 
gions whose external region is the region considered are listed. The 
entry is zero when there are M) such regions. 
5. The last 1% bits contain the location relative to Table 3 where the re- 
gion data are listed. 
Table 2 
This w e  confains an entry for each of the nonordinary regions (types 1-41, 
and these entries are grcmped corresponding to their exteFnal region. Each 
entry is packed info 25 bits as follows. 
1. Tbe first three --order bits (25 through2S) contain the type at tb 
region (same as Table 1, item a, bat 0 type is efxcluded)). 
2. Bits 22,21 are notumd. 
3. Bits 20 throergh 13 codain the region wmber olt the mmrdhwy region. 
4. The lon-order 11 bits ccmtain the location relative to "e 3 where the 
I regionctatam8Ileted 
I 
Table 3 
This tab&? Containe the panunetets that define each re@on. The first locatian is 
referenuxi from Table 1 or Tabie 2. 
surface. The entry contains the negative ofthe locatirmrehthe to 
Table 3 where the data for the complex s d c e  may be found. At 
2Xmm inpervals. 
(3) Then the rqrper of each a@ the vertical i n t w  appear, 
(4) Finally, packetifour to a word, nine bits apart, are the regions 
on the complex BIvface. The region nnmbers along the horizon- 
tal, from the first to the last horizontal interval, are listed for 
the first vertical interval; then €or the second vertical in;terval, 
etc ,asshown . 11. 
b, Ettssside Bees on€,ylme -0% then the I;..egioollmnberoftMsre. 
gioat appeu9. 
2. Nanordtnary Regians (Types 1-4) 
a Spheres 
The first three entries contain the coorrlimrten of the center d the 
sphere. The next entry is the square of the sphere FadluB. 
b. Cylinders 
The first three entries contairi the coordinates of the center orf the 
cylinder axis. The 4th entry contab the square of the radius. The 
5thentry cmtaine the W-height of the cylinder. The 6th entry does 
e. Nonurdimq Paraflelepipeds 
The first three entrLes confain the coordinates of the vertex or[ tW 
paratlelepiped. The next nine entries contain the x-y-z txmpmmb 
Clf the three vectors Which  define the 
t82 
Since EZGECW iS run 88 part of the sequencer program MEZDA, its input-out- 
put tapes are included €n the list of those needed hy MBZIDA (Chapter 6).  

lengths are generated in the various regions dong a trajectory, these are stored 
in an array, as well as the coordinates of points at which the trajectory pierces 
surfaces, next-regha identifiers, and the value of an event-flag IFLG at each 
exit from subroutine G1. On option (Sense Switch 3) this trace is printed out f a r  
each trajectoq. Otherwise the trace is printed out only for umuccessfd trajec- 
region (e.g,, sphere) not compktely cordained in its de9- 
ignated external region; on emerging frum the averlapping volume the 
particle is found in forbidden territorp; 
2. Illegally overlapping regions in genera% 
3. Imperfectly rectanguhr RPP's or w w ;  
4. Excessive number of surface crass- (>200); 
5. Next region identical to curred one (a condition set in the geometry 
control routines tf a particle leaves the coafigaraticm); 
6. Partide not brought up to requiredfinafpoint t o w i m  a small f (spmp- 
tomatic of geometry input error such as those described in items 1 
through 3). 
If 20 errors are found in a TESM; problem, the program stops. One complete 
pass through TEsrC; is defined aa the set of traddngs between each pair d in- 
nermost regions, The number of desired passes is epecified in the in@& 
Descrigtion of the TESTG Input and <)rstplt 
The TESIY; input, following the program name card in the MEZDA deck, is a 
single card. 
1-30 
19-m 
NIIMg, Nunrber af TEGM;passe6 to be attempted 
Geometry type (30 for 30°, #SO for 3807 
With Sense fftifch 3 on, or as a remJ2 d a  tracking error, atrace ofthe trajec- 
tory is printed, inekihg regione containing initial and &tempted final points; 
cwrdlnafen of theee pow; length and directicm couine8 af c - w  vem,  
and, for each segment of the track, the coordinates of ita terminus, its length, 
the next region encountered, & IFLG upon retmming from subzmuthe G1. 
some region surface (other tban the fiat face of a Cplinaer) 
is encountered 
IF==-1 
IFIG = 0 
The flat face of a cylinder is encdercd 
No earface is &ruck; the flight path has been exh9imted_ 
If errors are indicated by TESPG, the geometry input &mld be corrected, and 
EZGEOM rerun until several successful passes through TEgKz can be ma&. 
The GENDA and GENPRO programs are used to generate aa Element Dab Tape 
(EDTI which contains microscopic cross sections and pr- tables for a l l  
nuclides of interest. This EDT can be considered as a library tape for any sub- 
sequent Monte Carlo problems. 
For a spe& probhn, however, the system Ls divided into regions which con- 
tain given nuclide compositions. Each composition may be described by a set 
Ofxludimsandthefrre cenfxatioas, a- 
of amen txmp6Wq the M o d e  Carlo program bas tohame oeoege totbe re- 
gion's macroscopic cross 8ectfDna~ afunctioa ofenergyp maeft as the ~(IIIE~P- 
t&iOM and the vSv101t8 IIliCroSCC@C -8 eh8. ThS pphen 8 CXdbiOlI 
occurs in the region, the program can select the nuclide wWi which €he callision 
occurs, and € . id ly  the type of collision. 
The probability tbat a particle with energy E wilt interact with nacllde k 
composition m is given by 
where p~ is the total macroscopic cross section (em") of the cumposition, 
and Ck m is the concentration of nuclide k in composition m. DATORG call6 
for the ck expreesed in units (atoxns/barn-cm), or (atmt3/erns) x 10". 
101 
i 
1 
I 
The DATORG program searches and reads from the appropriate (neutron or 
gamma) all information concerning the nuclides called far in the various 
compemi#.tms ippecffied in the input, Tt computes the total macroscopic cross 
sections e~eb caxnposition at final energy, pT &, 
ym 1 
using the concentration data supplied as input. The oat# energy mesh for 
DATORG is that given by the fixed leQhargy interval used to generate the Em. 
For gamma pFobleme d y ,  there 18 in addition a com@a&m of compasitiOn- 
dependent ~ u e c o p i c )  gamma-heatingresponeefmtcQioae, whichare d i n  
ATHEWL depoeitiq CorFesponcling to computed gamma track 
lengths, in the variosa regions. Far a medium with macroecapic energy-abeorp- 
tion coefficient pa(cmo'), the expected quantity energy deposited aiong a track 
length TL(cm) is  (TLxExpa) joules, wbere E ia the phation energy in jades. 
The EN, for a mixture my at energy E ,  is computed as 
The fraction G@) ts equal to 
In (1+2E) +- 2(1-E) (2E2-2E-1) + 
EZ(1+2E) *G(E) = 1.0 - 
where E = (photon energy, w)/(0.511 xlo'), ~IKI 
oc(E) = the tatal Klein-- cross section, in Thomaon units per e l e m  
The qaaofitiebl transmitted to the dnmp tape from this portion of DATORC; are 
the heating reqxme functions Epa (joules/cm) for each composition and at each 
oUtpnt energy of the EDT mesh. 
Finally, for both neutron and gamma problems, DATcHtG stolres and tans& 
tothe dump tape the microscopic tdal, elasticsczrttering, andpbsorgtioncraes 
sections for each nu~llde and at cacti energy, h the data bcribiag inelastic 
and anisotropic elastic s-. 
Nuclide Identifiers in Neutron and Gamma DATORG Prublema 
The integer identifying a nuclide in the ATfFENA system is a 5-ctigit integer 
ZZABC, where ZZ must be the atomic number, and ABC any arbitrary numbers, 
A given wc€ide shoald ham the same identifier in GENM, GENPRO, DATORG, 
GASP, ami NATALE, In matron problems, the entire fi-digit; number is used 
for campmison, whereas in gamma prablerne d 3  the first two argte (ZZ) $FB 
coneidered (gamma cfo88 sectiolls, etc,, functions ab atomic number only). For 
example, if a DAToiRG inprt deck called for nuclihe 7#88 and 74383 (identifiers 
for tungsten isotoper, Wt6* and Wlm), a neutron DATaRG problem would search 
the EDT for two nuclides; a gamma DATORG problem would treat each as 74000, 
and would effectively combine their concentrakiom. Thus, the main purtion of a 
DATORG input deck can be used for eitfier type d problem. 
lm 
I 
Etem -Cniumn 
6-10 -- 
11-4s Blardc 
44-45 
55 
#9mber of rfistiact mpositions (632) 
Option to prht out entire craw-section array (unedited) Wndiag 
BM-7094 verslon: 0 = suppress p- 1 = pl.inst. 
CDC-1604-A version: 0 = prir$; 1 = snppresa 
50 Problemtype: O=neutrO~l=gaxnma 
ine.hmtic-scatteriag data. 
I 
I 
I Card 2 
9,lO campaertiosllmmherr 
19,20 Nuzxiber of nuclidee in thie composition (g15 for neutron, 
920 for gamma) 
I Card 3 
Ntlcllde cards fnr above compoeition, one card per nuclide (Format I5, E15.8) 
I 
I The DATORG output fs a printed edit, and a number of tablea tranrrmitted to the 
I 
2. The number of energies on the EM' mesh. 
far each c o e m p o s e  m. 
A list of the energiw on the EDT mesh. 
A table of KP"YS, NEL, and MUTORG for each composition (defined 
5. 
6. 
below). 
7. A table of IAlTUT and CONCT for each nuclide of each composition; 
if IATWT = 4for apartfdar nuclide, this me- that at its first ap- 
pearance in the DATORG input, the pertinent nuclide identifier repre- 
sentedthe 4th dietinct Lzmcfide to appeaq the CONCT entries are the 
corresponding concentrations. 
(Note: in a gamma problem, all different ZZABC with theeame ZZ 
are treated aa the same nuclide, but thetr concentratiosrs are printed 
out separately.) 
-
8, NEVAT, Pl'iSECT, and EVAT (defined below] for each distirtct nadide, 
in the order af first input appearances of the naciides. 
Tables of microscopic cross sections for each mdide. The heading 
ATOYLIC WEXGHT is followed by a 5-digit tdentlfier axxi a floating mm- 
ber. For neutron problems, the floating nmnber is the atomic weight; 
for gamma pra?&ms it is the floated atomic namber; and 
9, 
10. eseed on card 1) a printout a€ the XSGCT-, - 
The data stared inkmally by DATORG contain8 the followiq items in their order 
of lif3ting. 
No. of 
8ymbol -OM 
NELEM 
NR 
NENERG 
JK 
Tables 
NEL 
NEVAT 
EVAT 
Definition 
1 
1 
Counter denating relative address in the array XSECT 
Counter denoting number d digtfnct nuclides ( s15  far 
Counter demting numbem of campsitions (g32) 
Counter denoting number ot energies (449)  
Counter denoting the sum of all Mlcudes in every 
neutron, ~2Ofor gamma) 
1 
1 
1 
composition (465) .  
m 
NELEM 5-d€git Wntifier ZZABC for nuclides. These are 
Number of xdi&s for each composition 
anfered in tbe or- Lnnhicb the dietiad nuclides 
(d ish& 22 for gamma) ftrst appear in the DAT- 
inprrt. 
weight ie entered in EVAT. 
NELEM Corresponding to each mcli& in NEVAT the atomic 
NR 
i=1 
NR 
$4 
Mfl 
For each composition in the order of compQsitjrcIll 
M L ~  number, IATFRT co- the nuciicie-omier m- 
ber of each nuclide of the composition. 
Correspomting to each erntry in UTWT the coneem- z\ mLi tr~ofthe l lac l lde isex i teredincm.  
Initial address, in table UTWT or CONCT, a€ data 
for pertinent coanpositioa 
XgECT @arkable Con- the cross section and the probabilities for 
each prescribed nuclide. They are given in the 
order in which they are obtained in GENPRO bnd 
appear in the Zm). Azeo contains macrasapic 
cross sections for each composition in the order 
af composition amber. 
dimension) 
BISECT NE- Contains the origin relative to start of' XBECT far 
each nuclide (in the order specified by =VAT). 
~ections, p ~ ,  in x8ECT which are written in the 
orcler of composition number. 
of the heating-response-fundion table for each 
composition, in order d composition. 
IbmTaRGMR COXlhitW Of-Oit O f -  WeB Of- -8 
MET- NR Contafns origin af the locatioae (relative to XSECT) 
Logicai tape assignments €or DATORG are incluckxi in the list for MEZDA. 
I .  1Q THEPARAMETLcR-INPUT-m 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This last program inthe MEZM overlay reads in a varietyof data rteededto 
complete the specification ab an A m N A  problem. In addition, certain minor 
calculations are performed to check some of the geometry inprt, and coinpute 
parameters relating to point detecturs and sectored cylindeFs. 
I 
~ 
I 
1 
I 
PTmPIp and subroutine MPIIUP read in problem paramekers as described in Sec- 
tian 10.2. The input is printed out by IIdPINp, in a aelf-exglaaatarg format.. 
sectored cylinders are called for, MPiNP stores, as part af exdry nrsC(IR) for 
each such cylinder Et, the required n u m b  of sectom, plus the initial address, 
I 
i 
~ 
E, of the sector-heating answers for this cylinder in the anwPer-array S. 
F a  each region Et for which tracklength fluxes are called for, there is stored 
the initial address ISC, in array 8, d the fluxes for this region [also as part rzf 
=(=)I- 
a-poW, =& deteetm I ie classified ZLB in- 
of-core if it is distant by more than2 mm from the nearest point on the core 
(the core described via data communicated by VANc;Em. 
For 30' problems, INPUTD calls subroutine CYLLQC, which checks the legality 
of vertex 1c)Gatiom for all cylinders in the problem, cl~srif ie~ ach legally situ- 
at& cylinder, and records the classification as a portion of nrarCfm). This is 
later converted by submatine CovOL into the argument KCYL for subrrmtine 
VOLUMS. KCYL = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  or 4 according as the cylinder is cut by neither plane, 
the O', the SO", or both reflecting planes (see 12). 
30" 
/ 
- 0" 
Fig. 12 - Cylinder Location Types. For a 360" Problem, Each KCYL = 1. 
Illegal vertices caught by CYLLOC are 
1. negativexor y &vertex; 
2. y - x/43 >0.01% 
3. 1y-x/43 t > 0.01 y, ami cylinder intersecting a reflection plane 
( ~ y - x / f i  I s 0.01 y classified as KCYL = 3). 
VOLuBidEc is calledagain in the final Monte Carlo e ita use in INPUTD is main- 
ly for the purpose af detect- geometry errors. Error flag13 are set and diag- 
nostic prlntcrrrts olxu~ for a number of types of efto~. 
c~+io t l s ,  in 30" geometry, 
rectangular wedgeor Rpp; 
of region, before olc after eubtraction ab W e d  
regions; 
4. Sectczr volames wanted for noncyliader, or cylinder with other than 
one in- body (a coaxial cylinder). 
In the 3O-degree geomstry, the volumes campatad pertpin only to those portions 
of the region6 in which track lengths can be generated, Le., the poz-tims included 
between the reflecting planes. Thus, in the final &it of the Monte Carlo problem, 
true volumetric fluxes and heating are cofnplfed 
volumes of regions completely outside the trachbie geometry are not complted; 
for regions which are partly trackable, but which have some pertinent dimen- 
sion 3 lo' cm, the volumes are not computed, and division by the pertinent vol- 
umes is suppressed in the final edit, 
I 
Finally, via subroutines TAWTAB and INITIA, INPUTD seta up tables of tangents, 
initial-sector locations, etc., needed in the eectoFea-cylinder scoring routines, 
REPART 81kd SECTID. 
10.2 DE-N OF TBg INPUT EDR PTmriP (See Chapter 11 for 
Discussion) 
Following the IMPUTD program name card in MEZDA, mpply: 
1. Title card: any 80 Hollerith chsvactere 
2. Problem Informat inat ano, 1OIs) 
1-20 
11-20 
21 -25 
26-90 
31-35 
56-60 
61 -85 
70 
[Notes: - (a) Xn gamma problems, a particle degradtng below the cutoff energy 
has its final energy (heat) deposited at the collision poist; (b) in neutron problems, 
with thermal -n#O, degradatim beiow ctltadf energy put8 the neutron at the 
lowest energy on the EDT, and tracking coI$fBsIQIa With option =O, a neutron ab- 
sorptiosl irp forced] 
a. Minimum energy (ev) ad each bin, and eorrsspMdiag energy weight 
b. MPximum energy (ev) uf last bin (Format 1EBO.9). 
(Format aE20.9). One card per Mn, lowest first. 
nt 
5. Flux Energy-Bin Limits (Format 5E14.5) 
Number of entriss = 1 plus number ab flux bins, five to a card. Values In ev, 
ascending, first value s b d d  be 0.0. 
(For apPr0pFia;te particle type, neutron or pammp' particle type communicated 
from DA 
Five entries per card (Fermat 5E14.5), in the order in which they will be ref- 
erenced in item 7. 
7. Region-Weight In&x for Each Region {Format 1415) 
Fourteen entries per card. 
8. Composition rJumber for Each Region (Format 14I5) 
Fatrteen entries per card. 
9. Identification of Sectored Cyiimjere 
(supplsr only if entry in columns 36-40, card 2, is > 0.) 
One pair of integers, region number foUowed by number (s12) of sectors, for 
each sectored cylinder. Regions in any order. Seven pairs per card (Format 1415). 
10. Identification of Flux Regions 
(Suppz~ only i€ entry fn CO- 61-65, Gsvd 2, ie > 0.) 
Flux-region numbers, in any ordeli-, 14 entries per card (Format 1415). 
11, Locatiuns of Point Detectars 
(suppl~r only if entry in columns 56-60, card 2, is > 0.) 
3-14 x-coordinate 
z-coordinate 
Region containhg detacbr. 
15-28 y - c m b  
- (Note: Check inijat carefkdly; there is I#) built-in check that the specified COQF- 
dinates and re$ion number for a &tector are compatible.) 
12. Macro-Gamma Cross sections 
(Supply only if neutron prublem with point detectors.) 
Representative (for By = 1.0 Mev) gamma crus8 section8 (cm") for each com- 
position, in order of compositions (see gamma M ~ € 3  cnr@l$, Five dries 
per card (Format 51314.5). 
Logical tape assignments for INPUTD are incMed in the list for BdEZDA 
I 11.1 IMpc"cE SMdPLWG I 
clnired, it is addsable not to rrm an exact analog calmlation, but to emplop emme 
techniques to reduce the variame inthe scores d iritexwt. 
I I 
i 
6 
or energjf bins. A fw weight correspod to a high ‘‘impartance” af the phase- 
space region to tfte answer desired, 
A typical application af spatiai importance sampUng is the assignment of de- 
cr region weights to regions farther removed from the sou~ce, in shield- 
pexiehxth calculations. For 8a.mma-heating calcuiatllons with delayed-fission- 
found efficient energy we to 
1. Meeting from a modified gamma spectrum, with fewer low energy 
- 9  and 
2. Tending to kill off particles by Russian roulette a8 they degrade. 
As a general rule, the region or energy weights specified should nd vary abrupt- 
1~ the ratio of contiguous valueis is usually between 1.5 and 4.0. Exceptiox.~ are 
the very high weights (-lo*) used to define %illbg’’ regtons, 
11.2 dTATIsIlcAL EFllMATION 
In addition to applying sp l i t t i i  and Russian rdette to reduce the variance, 
ATHENA has options to employ routines for computing gamma heating and €luxes 
at point detectors. These flux-at-a-point routines implement Statifirtical-estima- 
tion procedures devised by =os (see Section 11.5 for description). 
11.3 THE TIuegMI; AM) BCQRING SEQUENCE 
1. ~groupscl l f  
N or GASP, 
and sequences their tracking and scoring. The description ad each 
source particle includee nine mra, normally contrrinfag thq histioFy 
number, three spatial coorditleteB, three directton caedxm, tbe am, 
and region number. Each particle le further identified ita either a 
6g.e%l'9 partide or a ' W e "  particle, the latter describtng a spectaf 
secondarp-garnma parti& generated by the FAP (flux-at-a-point) 
routine %n a DEQtrotl Lnrobfem, specifically for estimating uncollided 
secondpffr-gamma flux-at-a-point. A fake particle, Menijfied by a 
detector nllmber inciuded in ite eauce-tape &scrip- 
by FAP to score at that debector. 
2. Areolpartkkbtnrckedasfollows, - 
If 110 point tieteetors are present, normal track- proceeds (3s. E 
pins detectors are present, the new particle ie claesffied ae a source 
particle e l ) ,  ahich affeds its treatment in FAP. FAP is then called 
to carry aat the first etep in a secondary-gamma-flax estimation (if 
a neutron prabbm), or the estimation uf gamma am (if a gamma prob- 
lem); in the first paes of a real gamna thFooljgb FMP, estimation ie 
made af both the ancollided flax at each M o r ,  and the once-more- 
collidedfh. The particle is then dassifiedge ncmmmme Qo) a d  
normal track- resumes (3). (Just More each subsequent collision 
of the noneource gamma, only once-more-collided-flux estimatione 
are made.) 
l22 
3. Next the program determines which of the following four events occurs 
first doqg the particle trajectory (F'ig. 13): 
a. A reflection plane is struck; 
b. The particle  leave^ its curred region; 
c. A 
d The particle undergoes a collision. 
For 30"geometry problems, subroutine GRl ia called to determ- 
an intemiil regia irs strudc; or 
which reflection plane (U any) is intersected by the extendbed trajectory. 
GR1 return6 a distance SR to the pertinent pbne (SR set to a large 
number, PXNF, if no couldbe W, SR inLtiallzed and kept = IrwF 
1 
30" 
0" 
. 
Fig. 1s -Ilbtrathg Type3 of Events Occurring during 3hrtick 
Tracking. If an Ckdhary-Region Boundary Cofncidw with the 
0" Refkctian Plrme, the Reflection Event Takas Precedence. 
4. 
5. 
8. 

by the track 
FNDSWS, REPART, and SECTID. 
Gectared-cyllnder scoring" ie done via subroutines 
10. The a€ event terminating SM is next eonsidered. H IFU; = 0,  the 
evmt ie cdlision @COL = 18) or reflection @COL =a). If the latter, 
subro~tirre'* GR~: is cabti  to change the direction co- 
IRELT. The remainilrpr distance and number o€ mean 
freepathS=ertpdated: 
and tracking resumes at step (r). 
11. If, on the ather hand, KCOL = ltt, a collision occurs. (FAP is CafLed 
prior to the real collision to score for point d&ectors, if any.) sub- 
routine DR, entry 3, selects the interadfag nrtcllde andtype of inter- 
action, which are identified by returned quantities TFlpT and NCDB, 
respectively. The values given NCDB have the loUOWiag meaniags: 
1-4, -tic see*, 1 = isotropic in C.M. system, 2 = hydrogen 
scatter, 3 = anisotropic scattering, 4 = isotropic in lab system, no 
energy aegradation; 5, not used; 6 = absorptiorq 7 = inelastic discrete- 
level; 8, not need; 9 = inelastic mntinuum; 10 = beryllium inelastic, 
discrete; 11, not used; 12 = beryllium inelastic, continuum. 
r)egendingonthe.F1.slnreof 
into a new direction and energy compclfed 
INELAS (for neutrone), or NIKI (for gammas). E absorption occurs, 
a particle-absorption coder for the pertinent region is ineremented; 
also, for neutrons, the energy and location of the event are recorded 
[via (TAP,l) J in a neutron-hbractinn buffer, which ie periodica~y 
tmbmuth ELAST or 
part$cle, a new particle is obtained from the latent list or (if this list 
is the source buffer [via stlibroutfne (2'0,311 and track- 
ing commencerp as for the first particle. 
ff E' > ECUT, Russian roulette or splltuns is dam 3f the energyweights 
where the brackets denute fntegral part. "l = 0 means a death by 
Rpasian roulette; wM1= 1 conthues the particle (step 12); "1 > 1 
having the emergent energy E' and direction d, and the location of the 
couisiOn; the pstFticle not stored a a y  is then b a e d  from step (12). 
12. 8, f&? new dtream 
Sectiun 11.4. Tracking then rwumea from {S). 
13. H, upon extting G1 (step 101, IFLG # 0, then ths event termhaking EUNl 
is intersection with a region bouwhry. X lcItd SR are trpdatesf: 
and “1 - 1 latents are stored (if MN1> 1) or the particle ie killed 
(if “1 = 0). . 
15. 
16. The problem teminatee with ob amwers 0050 the dillnp tap 
W M  
a. A 8uurce-particle Is picked up with OL hfaopy number greater than 
the laet history Dumber eatldl for DIPtJTQ OT 
b, AnegatiVe histarymber is encountered, slpna’liw the end afthe 
source tape; or 
e. lsense switch 6 €s on (IBM-7094 version), or sense switch 7 b on 
(CDC - 1604 -A version), 
cation between the dump tape and ATBENA or the m Z D A  
prqpam6 (Cf, Fig, 1) is accomplished v ? ?  s- Rsp1RT(N,BO, 
s+&ereN=^l, .-* 8andMisalugidtap0number. HNisodd,  
RsT.IIITcN,M writes data from core anto l e  lIr& H N is even, it 
reade datafrom M it$o core. From one tofcmr group6 of data are 
writken for N odd, ae indicated in the schematic flow diagram (FQ. 14). 
A similar mxpence is followdl for N even: in Flg. 14, replace ‘Write” 
by ‘-” and (1,3,5,7) by (2,4,6,8). 
The interaction experienced by the particle is d&rmhed fn two steps. First 
the interacting nuclide is chosen; second, the specific event is chosw. H the 
event is scattering, the energy and cflrectim of the scattered particle are evp3fl- 
ate& 
128 
3 
k 
0 
W 

CHI, PLEV, andENN 
W,3) computes the m 
the present version a€ GENPRO does not output any scatter index impli8g 
NCDB = 4.) 
1. Isotropic Scattering in Center-&-Mass System 
It can be shown that if 5 is random in (0,l) 
= 5  
1--e, 
2 x =  
where gC is the scattering angle in the center-&-mass system. E' and 
cos e are then obtaiwd by the standard relatione 
Upon collision with hydrogen, particlee are scattered in the forward 
direction only. B can be shown that the probabilie distdm&n function 
f a  cos e is given by 2 COS 8. 
The control dlgu NCDC ia set eqaal to one; thi6 tells subroutine WREC 
to apply tbe etarrdard equatiom (Eq. 70) Ln wmplztiag the direction eo- 
sines in the laboratory coordinate ~ system. - - _- - -  - -  

and the particle energy remains amhang& by the CallisiOsL Therefore, 
a random number, 2, is chosenand eo8 8 = 1 - 2; NCDC is set to 2. l 
I 
8) are entered for discrete and CIl&$ixuutm satte&g, 
1 
selection of the interacting elemeat,. 

Once x tgs been selected, Mgl compah E' = xE, and cae 8 (Ea. 69). 
*sa& a condition was found to be ~femssary for finite-variance estimations. 
then 
intermediate 
w k r e  crI(E) is the macroscopic cross section at the intermediate point; and sub- 
scrrpts 1 and 2 refer to quant 
respectively, to the intermdate point The estimated ance-more-coliided f i ~ ~  
at a given detector, based on the a priori pdf of the intermediate point &the 
probabitity of#@ eeoond scam 
ther debailsofthe calcul 
computed from ccA3ision or detector point, 
I s c l i ~ & d b y t h e - ~ # ~ . ? I ) *  Fur- 
in the FAP flow chart (Fig. 15). 
fluxes (egtimated €or each detector 
beginning of each particle history), the method of calculatfan depends op1 whether 
the pertinent detector ie in-core or out-of-core. (This detector classificatiun 
has been done in program I"lD.) 
where Wt = the product of the region and energy weigh ob the 8ource partide. 

1 
230 t 
iq3CCWianetion: 
see list. 
Fig. 15 - Flux at a Point, Tracking PI 
I 
0 
Havenoaflllal I 
w e  (p. 1 of 2) - 


here &I) is the attenuation coefficient for tbe scattered nmxtron at the inter- 
(where the gamma is prOaacea), %n is the optical dew (total mean 
collision or detector poiak 
In the present application, tracking to locate the intermetitate pahi proceeds 
from the coilision point with proaabilm a (Miaed bel-), using the attezmtim 
The flux-at-a-point procedures are embodied in subroutine FAP, for which a 
regions traversed by tMe leg. 
With the determination of point I and the angles whose cosines are (WD)* mi 
(WD)t, the Racking Phase of FAP is compXete& 
Il? 
energy E' (or E). 
and E”, functiuna GCOMP and CoMpf compute the IUein-Nishim differential 
cross mxztion and Cmnpton-scatteriag emergent energiw, respecti5lely. 

This completeethe ion aL the fim;-at-a-point 
-pamma€luxes at 
problem, is mpkted via processing af the nefLtron interactLon tage (which also 
has records af real inelastic scatteringe and absorptions) by the GASP program 
to produce a source tape, which is @&for &gam 
. -  
direct 
11.6 QEBcRa*fl%)N OF THE ATBENA INmrr AM) WTPUT 
11.6.1 Xqmt 
All a€ the data and problem parameters needed by ATEENA are supplied by the 

changes (8ee BectLan 11.7.1). 
11.6.2 ATHENAOntpat 
Transmission 
The data on the transmitted-partide tape are in the standard format for a scmrce 
tape; the energy, Bistory number, positions, and direction cusfiheB describe the 
particles as they &uck the transmission region in the ATiiENA problem. The 
reg€on number aitwhed ta eachparticle is the region from which the particle 
from a rmmber of causes, a tracking error, or an incorrectly-defined 
source particw, (2) to trace tBe comphtion af the last history w h  a . 
switch 6 ar 7 termination is ef€0- or (3) to trace without terminating, #a 
sense-switch 3 (CIK: version only). 
cie origfas, regim cra3~ings, and exits from collirpiane. The printout occupi 
one page per eve* by exztmhiqg succebgive pagee aae can reconstFu& the de- 
tails of the trajectories traeecL The item are printed out with minimal identifi- 
cation, hence we identify them behw, 
HI 
(-1 N = integer identifying location in program from which DPRIN wa8 
ita meanings are  as follows. 
, statement 8540; , SP, a d  SBBP have been cam- 
beenacquire* GRl 
-w&@& Mn JS b~ 
computed; E is MIW the source energy or the energy after cob 
lision 
4 
5 
6 Notused 
W60, statement 6; source particle has been acqluired 
D360, statement 111; statistical grouping has just been dane 
be 
8 D3W, statement 8537; GZ has just been exited (region 
met); IR, IRPlUM apply- 
BLANK INERR, #to U error has occurred; 
EJI) = size of answer array (see -tion ll.?); 
= origin of geometry data, relative to TAB% 
= le* of g00metry data; 
nuylb=g =number of regiom, 
NwlD = number of external regione. 
IE2, number ob energy-weight bine, PARAM 
tms ax&t&'or FAP); 
IETAG, number of hfstortee per 8trrtiStical group; 
IRT, tranernissian reeian; 
m C F ,  number d secbred cyhdfm; 
"W, number of region-dependent we-; 
ITLF, Iwmber of flux regione. 
DUM, latest index in interaction buffer (C36); 
LWRI, number of group af interactions that have been written; 
MIB, latsrrt index In source-particle buffer (~100); 
IREC, number of 1OO-pastfcle source groups that have been read 
number ~gsignmds for Element L)ata Tape, dump tape, source 
, transmission 'tape, and interaction tape, respectively. 
integers, representing the states of sense switches 1-7; 0 =off, 
X = Q n  
M = number d the nonordinary region struck, if any; 
TFLG (+O if G l  fh& regionboundaq is struck, cf. Section 11.3); 
IR, current r a n ;  
hen applicah€e); 
ce to next event; 
ision and reflecticmg 
SP, dfntanee to a ccdlbion assuming udmmded medium; 
NEXT, external-regian number; 
Qs, appiFee to ORP; = 1,2, or 3 if an& y, or 2 face is strucb, 
(=1, 2, ..., 6) ztppues to ma, 
(1,2) - bin, max x-€aee atruck); 

current group, ai wMc31 it completes the s 
ch has terminated 
epecified in IfymfiD, 
source tape) camat at present be restarted. Hence if the ultimate le- 
of the pmbkm is not known at the is advieahle to start with a 
, or stop by a sense increase N L M  v h  
card6 may be 03nitt.a 
3. h g  rrttde. 
only, ATBENA damps ita 
+a, mm?m+999, etc.). 
scaringproblem canbe restarkd (no inpat required). At present uris 
type ab restart will not repoeition the trammiasion or interaction tapes. 
occurs after at least one such dump, the matrp 
. .  11.7.2 Limitatitma on Problem me 
ATlgENA UB~B varlabfe dfmenrriomiq to lf1114R core storage space efficiently. 
The size (dtheansrtrarraysandtace methodofetorage impose the following 
eters. 
-section table (printed out by DATORG; cf. See- 
tion 9.5) 
E = number of words neededfor geometry data (the fir& item in the 
EZGECZM printout) 
NREG = number aQ regiontit in the problem 
XEB = number o€ energy bins for fluxes 
aver a€I sectored cy€iders 
a# regim-dependent weights 
the foilowing heq@ity, the ATHENA problem wi l l  
f i t i n t h e m  
As aguide ineetfmathgthe effede (onDand E) of 8impUfyi-q the input, one 
may aseumt that each 
or wedge, abut 8 for cylinder, 6 for sphre). The size af ttre croas-8eCtfon array 
for an 8l-energy mesh for a gamma problem, where 
EietheI#laaberalt 
D = 8lP + Z: %for a ne 
i 
ac& abaut 12 wcmdm to E (14 €or ORP, 12 for RPP 
and Hi is  the^ size of the array for naclide i. 
Table 3 gives the IQ and identifiers for seveml naclidee on the ATBENA neutrtm 
EDT.l* 
DATA TAPES) AND s1[zES OF NEUTRON DATA ARRAYS 
Nuclide 
or Eleme ntifier Atomicweight PJ 
H 01001 Loo0 324 
- 
~ I 
I 40000 91.0 
I 13ooo 26.98 
I W-182, dilute 74382 182.01 037 
74383 183.01 831 
74384 184.01 03? 
w-186, dilute 74386 186.01 837 
W-182, homogenized 74402 182.01 837 
68ooo 112.41 324 
, 
1 
,homogeniEed 14483 183.01 
,hagerr ized 74486 186.01 
jhamogenized 74484 18401 
I 
j 
Logical Iqpat-outpUt Assignments for ATHENA 
IBM-7094 CDC-1604-A 
, 
I 
~ 5 5 hput medium (reader) 
c)Lltput medium (printer) 6 6 
"hie progrpm reads fradr and eats the answers sent to the dump tape by ATffENA. 
It computes (1) the total number of histories, NHIST, in the completed statistical 
groups @anwXk& histories for primary gamma, neutron histories for neutron or 
secondary-gunma problems), (2) the region and sector volumes, and (3) standard 
deviation8 af the flmt and heating scores. The region-dependent weights, which 
were not included in the AT€IENA region scoring, are multlplfed into all region 
and sector track le- and heating. 
The VolumeMc flaxes @@&E) are computed as track fength per unit volume (and 
per history) in each pertinent region R and energy bin E: 
where 8 = track le- 
Also edited (in gamma problems) are the heat depmitim and heat depoeitioa per 
unit mluine in each region of the problem, and in sectors of specified cylinders. 
The accumulation of s(R,E) x H(R,E) [where H(R,E) is the gamma heating response 
2. IJ)arrrhrd ckviatb~~ in same unltrr as thoee af reference Qpantity &eat or 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Energy: ev 
Flux: (neutrons or phatans)/(cm*-history). Applies to region6 and point 
detectors. 
e couasB: eveats (births, deatbs, absqWm8, or degmda- 
Waiisuver all  
StatieticalgnraP) 
(b) source-particles iniro&ced are counted as region blFuLs, as are 
particles generated in region importance sampling. 
Energy particle cotmf8: events (births or deaths)/(energy-impartance 
bin). Motes: (sd above applies here also; (b) additional neutrons pro- 
duced in (n,%n) reactions are counted as energy births. 
Logical Assignments for mATC 
STATC requires the durnp tape (as Logical 1) and two scratch tapes. Logical 5 
and Logical 6 are reader and printer. 
GASP is a program for generating secondary-gamma sources, given as input a 
neutron-interaction tape and gamma-production data for the pertinent nuclides. 
The pragram reads and recognizes both real and fake interactions (d. Section 11.5), 
and converts these into correspondingly labeled source particles. 
13.1 REAL IN'IZRACTIONS AND SECONDARY GAMMAS 
eractions the operation of GASP 19 as follows. The pertinent nuclide 
t and interaction type (absorption or inelastic scattering) are identified, and tb 
pertinent gamma-production table is consulted (if needed data are absent, the 
program stups with an error printout), This table is a matrix with columns cor- 
responding to output gamma energies, and rows corresponding to incident inter- 
acting-neutron energies; the elements of a row in this matrix represent expected 
numbers of secondary gammas produced per appropriate interaction of a neutron 
in the energy bin represented by this row. (These numbers are taken to bepiece- 
wise constant Over the neutron energy bins.) 
For a neutron absorption in a given nuclide, and in energy bin k, GASP attempb 
to produce seconctarp gammas from each column j of the appropriate makrix. 
Let a mical matrix element be &,j; then the number d s e c o n m  gammas pro- 
ducedat energy Ej is: 
where the W's are the energy and region weights used in the neutron and gamma 
problems. 
The number of 6- gammas produced at Ej (j = 1,2, ..., L) from this inter- 
partafmsbove 
is lees than the fractional part. 
o& on the secoIIIQrJr-punma source tape in VANGEN-cornpatibk format. The 
hietory number le that a# the o r i g h l  neutron history, and all the directions are 
chosen independently and issdropidy. The particle coordinates and region are 
those of the neutron interaction. 
Merent data tables, but the same procedures, are used to process real inelastic- 
scattering records. 
13.2 FAKE l["s AND SECONDARY GAMMAS 
A fake neutron interaction ig identified by the nonzero detector number packed 
into its first word. GASP generates either zero or precisely one fake (detector- 
Labeled) secondary particle aa a result a€ each such interaction. The energy of 
the faice particle ia taken to correspond to the 5th column of the appropriate GASP 
data matrix with probability proportional to the element % 1, Le., 
(Na particle is gener&@d if the sum is zero.) GASP paesee on to the source- 
particle tape for each fake particle: history number; detector number; cmrdi- 
nates; isotropic direction (not pertinent for fake particle); and the previcm8ly- 
generated neutron estimate (Em) multiplied by the sum C Nk 1. 
j 9  
. '  
The problem terminates when a history number = -1 is e n c d e r e d ,  signaling 
the end a€ the interaction tape. 
GASP prints out the input data and the last 100 generated source par t ids  in 
to the VANGEN printout; irut each history m b e r  and region num- 
in octal format to display the detector numbers and Em -
, packed in for fake particles. 
li3d.l~ GASP prints out a tally of generated real and fake particles, by region 
and by energy-importance bin. 
13.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE GASP INPUT 
Item -Column 
1-5 Nuclide identifier ZZABC 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
LA = nuxnber of absorption-gamma output energies 
KA = number of Incident-neutron energies (=number 
LI = number of inelarrtfc-y output energies 
a= mber of carresponding neutron energy bins + 1. 
(=0 if no capture gammas produced) 
uf neutron energy bins + 1). (j0 for no capture 
2b. Caphua-GanmaaEnergies, inev, mct)lLdtag 
2c. 
(Format $3312.6) WI, entriee; six to a card. 
Captrue NeUtron-Bin EaergtsS, in eo, aecendhg 
(Format 6Z12.6) KA entrierr; six to a card. 
213. Capture-Gamma Numbers (% L) for each neutron 
bin, at each of the LA wtptllt ehergies, and for bine 
k =-0, 1, 2, ..., KA (Format 6312.6). TPle f '  st 
LA entries must be 0.0 representing the 0 
Start a new card for each neutron bin. 
;1v bin. 
I 1-5 Number af regions (s200) 
6-10  NUN^ ~4 distinct 
~ 
I 
4. Distinct Neutron Region We- (Format 5E14.4) 
Five to a card 
Note: Merent format from VANGEN input. -
5. Distinct Gamma Region Weights (Format 5E14.4) 
Five to a card 
Note: different format from VANGEN input. -
6. Neutron Re@on-Weight Indices (Format 14I5) 
entry for each region. Index L in the I@ field 
egian La entry in array (4). 
7. Indices (Format 145) 
Oae entry per region, as in (6). Indices refer b array (5). 
8. Neutron Energy-fnyxlrtance Data 
8a. Minimum energy (ev) of each bin, and bin weight. (Format 2E20.8). 
One card per bin, lowest first. 
8b. Maximum energy fev) of last bin (Format E20.3). 
9. Gamma Energy-fmportance Data 
Gamma bin enema and weights as for neutrons (Format 2E20.8). - Note. since the GASP nuclide dah give rise to sec gammas with 
bin energy 
13.4 LIMITATION ON GASP PROBLEM 61W;: 
Let LA, &A, LI, and KI denote the quantities on card (2a) of the GASP input, for 
a given nuclide. 
the problem can be run. 
$6 5;6 Reader; printer 
2 a Interaction tape 
4 11 Secondary-gamma tape 
AEIIK)%IpTIoN TALLY PR UT- 
NATALE is another program de~ignedtoextract additional dafonnationfrom the 
neutron interaction tape. The real absorgtiane can be tallied (and/or coneer4ed 
via input response i u n c t i o r t ~ i  nto tallied estimates ob the fissioning density, ma- 
tron activation, &.) in vaffolls regions, nuclides, and energy rangee. The out- 
pat tallies (&orpt€om, weighted absorptions) may be called for as €unctions 00 
neutron energy or may be summed over a3l energies. There may be several 
response functions %(En) in a given probiem, each associated with a naclfde; 
each nuclide may have more than m e  response fmctim. 
Any response is computed ae 
For tallies of abgorptione (with or without breakdown into energy bins) the factor 
Rim) is suppressed 
in 
14.1 lyATaLE oiZnoN6 (1 -4) 
Any or all of the following types d mtput are available, subject to the limitation 
IEq. 861. 
option 1 
For each of a number N l  of specuied isotopes, count and print the total 
absorptrone in eac p€Obfem. 
option 2 
Far each of a number "2 of specified isotopes, count and print the total of 
response-fmetion-weighted absorptions in each region of the problem. -
For each of a number N3 09 specified isotopes, and in each of a specified 
lfied output energy m e s h  
and print the total absorptiorrs on a spec- 
ody one output energy mesh per problem. 
For oat% ol o number N4 of epectfied ieotopes, and with the same region 
limi#ioar and output energy mesh BB in Uption 3, eowt and print total of 
r@6penrre-lWtbn-wefght@d abasrpttone 6 ~ 8  a function af energy. 
Nut6 thst each StSHlciabd pair (issotope + response function) contributes to the 
OOrrnt of m, No, m, or N4; Le., the N2 isotopes counted for Option 2 (or the N4 
i4.a DESCRIPTION OF TBE INPUT FOR NATALE 
1. Option Counts: IOPl (= Nl .c NZ), fOP2 (3 N3 + N4); (Format 215) 
Rem 
TOP1 = tdai number of isotopes, options 1 and/or 2 
lOPa = total number of isotopes, opttone 3 and/or 4. 
-column 
1 -5 
8-10 
-
. 
Notes: {a) H an ‘Usotqe is described for both a t i o n s  1 and 2, it must 
appear twice and be counted twice (more times if several response func- 
tions in Option 2 pertain to this isotope). Similarly for Options 3 and 4. 
-
(b) IOPl + IOP2 90. 
2. Neutron Weight Data (Format 315) 
Column Item -
1-5 
6-30 
11-15 
IRErllAx = total number of regions in neutron ATKENA prob- 
NRDWlU = number of distinct neutron region-dependent we 
IE2 = number af neutron energy-weight bins. 
lem (6200) 
3. Distinct Neutron Region-Dependent Weights 
WNE(L), L = 1, ..., NRDWN (Format 5314.5). 
4. Neutron Region-Weight Indices 
TWTN(K), K = 1, ..., IRMAX (Format 145). 
5. Neutron Energy-Importance Data 
5a Minimum energy (ev) of each bin, and bin weight (Format 2E20.9). 
One card per bin, lowest first, 
5b. Maximum energy (ev) of last bin (Format E20.9). 
6. Option and Response Function Data (Options 1 and 2) 
(Supply only if IOPl > 0.) There are IOPl packets of data, packet (sa or  
6a, b, c) for each isotope in Options 1, 2. 
6a. IDEL, MENGC (Format 215); IDEL is the 5-digit isotope identifier, 
MEN’GC is the number of energy points at v-hich the response func- 
tion is tabulated. (MENGC = 0 means Option 1, >O Option 2 in these 
data.) 
given: E,(J), J = 1, ..., MENGC (Format 5314.51. 
6b. Energy points at which this response function is 
Energies in ev, ascending. onfy if 
6c. Fkspoxme function R(J), 3 = 1, ..., MENGC at cor- 
responding energies. (Format 5E14.5.) 
Repeat 6a (or 6a-6c) for each succeeding member of the IOPl group. 
Packets for Options 1 and 2 may be intermixed, but the edit is clearer 
if they are not. 
7. parameters fur opUons 3 and 4 
suppl.y- items 0) and (8) only if IO€% > 0. 
The fou,owing cards (7a-74 are supplied only once; they limit the aut- 
ptrt for all the options 3, 4. 
7a. NREGl, IGE2 (Format 2IS)  
NEW1 = number of scored regions, and =E2 = number of oatput 
, J = 1, ..., NREGGT @ormat 1m1. 
7c. Energies Defining output Bias 
GE2(L), L = 1, ..., (IGE2 + 1). In ev, ascendfng (Format 5E1C5). 
8. Option suld Response Function Data (Uptiom 3 and 4) 
IOP2 packets of datq format identical to 6a or 6a-6c. adENiGc = 0 means 
Option 3, ' 0  mearts Option 4. 
14.3 NATAIZUUTPUT 
- The lllpat deck wiil  be printedas it 
XXK ZDIX is the particle rmmher of the last history encoantered. The oatptt 
for option 1 and/or 2 follows if it has been specified. Next the Option 3 a@/= 4 
orrtput is edited, if the option has been specified. The outprzt consists of matrices, 
the columns representing isotopes in the order specified in the input. The IWWS 
represent regions. Any row that hss a zero response for each isotope wi l l  be 
eliminated. 
14.4 LIMITATION ON PRC)BLEM SXZE 
The answers tallied by NATALE are stored eoneecutively fn an array 09 
15,000 words. If 
2* { 2 (MENGC)} + IOPl-E?MAX + MLEGl~IOP2*fCE2 C 15,000 
response 
functions 
the NATALE problem ean be run. 
rn 
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